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Narrative Report 

Introduction

The purpose of the narrative report is to provide the reader with an easy to 
understand guide to the most significant financial matters reported in the accounts.  It 
also acts as the Council’s annual report, which highlights the major influences on the 
Council’s spending and comments on the Council’s overall financial position and 
performance against the Corporate Plan and Key Performance Indicators.

The Challenges

Post pandemic, the challenge that is facing the Country now is the cost of living 
pressures and with the UK’s inflation rate rising from 2.9% at the start of the 2021/22 
year to 11.1% in April 2022, with double digit inflation continuing for the whole of 
2022/23, peaking at 14.2% in Oct 2022 and still near that peak at the end of the 
March 2023 at 13.5%, this has been driven by a number of elements, namely the 
Covid-19 pandemic, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, Brexit and supply chain-related 
issues.   Councils such as North Devon are particularly exposed to these rising costs 
because of the nature of delivering services in large rural areas.

The Council recognises that the impact the world economic conditions has had on 
public finances will continue well beyond 2022/23 and the above mentioned inflation 
pressures will place considerable additional increased cost on the Council in the 
medium term.  

A number of these inflationary increases have been built into the 2023/24 budget and 
Medium Term Financial Strategy, but with inflation still so high we will continue to 
capture and project these additional costs and ensure they are fed into the first 
quarter’s performance report of 2023/24.  An Outturn report will be taken to Members 
in early July 2023 which sets out the 2022/23 year-end financial standing of the 
authority (these accounts) and takes these forward with the projected impact this has 
on the future years ongoing revenue budgets.  For the first time in the summer of 
2022 we introduced a Cross Party Workshop with Members be set up to identify 
options for mitigating the budgetary pressures being faced prior to the autumn when 
detailed budget setting for next year usually starts and refresh the Medium Term 
Financial Strategy.  This enabled key decisions to be taken early that impact upon 
future year budgets and we plan to continue budget workshops with the newly 
elected members in preparation for the 2024/25 budget setting.

Regular financial monitoring will continue through 2023/24 to ensure the Council 
takes all necessary remedial action where it can in light of the additional budgetary 
pressure, with a continued focus on delivering key services to our communities
against the financial backdrop of considerable reduced resources.

The Council’s Corporate Plan was approved in September 2019 to reflect the 
changed landscape we were already facing pre-pandemic, due to significant cuts to 
government grant funding.  We are forecasting grant reductions beyond 2023/24 due 
to the uncertainty surrounding on-going government funding to local authorities. The 
newly appointed members will review the corporate plan and priorities over the 
autumn period.
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The current Corporate Plan has identified four key priority areas, which are:

1. We achieve financial security

2. Become focused on delivering the best for our customers

3. Our environment is cherished and protected

4. We plan for North Devon’s future

Due to cuts in government grant and poor economic conditions, the Council has 
reduced its revenue budget by around £4m (to £13m for 2022/23) with a reduction in 
workforce of around 130 posts since the start of the 2010 spending review. Income 
streams have also been affected by the current poor economic conditions.

Meeting the Challenges – the Medium Term Financial Strategy 2023-2029

The Council already operates a robust financial planning regime through its approved 
rolling financial plan (the Medium Term Financial Strategy).  This plan seeks to 
achieve Council Tax increases in line with Central Government guidelines, at the 
same time, achieving budget improvements to help meet new challenges and 
priorities set out in the Council’s Corporate Plan.

The Council’s Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) 2023-2029 was approved by 
Full Council in February 2023. The plan underpins and provides the financial 
cornerstone of the Corporate Plan, which will shape the Council’s activities.  It is 
good practice that it is refreshed on an annual basis to ensure that the Council’s 
forward looking financial position is considered particularly in the current economic 
climate.

Continued pressure and uncertainty on the Council’s funding sources remain as the 
Government’s Fair Funding Review and Business Rates Retention changes, 
originally planned for 2023/24 year has again been delayed by a further two years 
until April 2025.

The Council previously accepted the Government’s offer of a 4-year financial 
settlement through to the 2019/20 year. By accepting the 4-year settlement helped 
the Council to plan ahead with greater certainty and to provide a financial platform to 
delivery upon our corporate plan.  However, due to the funding review changes 
above now being delayed, the financial settlement for 2023/24 year is again only a 
one-year funding announcement, which leaves local authorities with much greater 
uncertainty in being able to plan further ahead.

The MTFS looks at the changing financial situation of the Council over the future six 
financial years for 2023/24 to 2028/29. The starting position is the Budget 2023/24, 
which is rolled forward.   The only certainty we have in the short term is the potential 
impact of the Government’s Fair Funding Review and Business Rates Retention 
changes have now been delayed to 2025/26 at the earliest.
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The refreshed forecasted cumulative budget gap / (surplus) for 2023/24 to 2028/29 is 
shown as follows:

Years 2023/24 
£m

2024/25 
£m

2025/26 
£m

2026/27 
£m

2027/28 
£m

2028/29 
£m

Budget gap / (surplus) 0 0.499 3.307 3.488 3.548 3.455

Clearly, this creates a large budget gap to bridge moving forwards however it is 
crucial that both Officers and Members understand the potential financial context that 
we ‘could’ end up with, subject to any transitional arrangements the government put 
in place.  This clearly focuses minds on becoming more efficient within the services 
we currently provide and becoming entrepreneurial in the way we deliver services 
into the future and move towards a more commercially minded Council to generate 
additional income for the revenue budget.

In order to agree some parameters around this approach, Members approved a 
Commercialisation Strategy at Full Council in November 2020.  This strategy set out 
the context of the financial parameters we are working within and how it should move 
forwards to enable the Council to become a more efficient, business like operation 
and increase revenue generation to bridge the future predicted budget gaps.  

The Council took a major steps forwards through this strategy early in 2021 when 
Members approved to proceed with the acquisition of Green Lanes Shopping Centre; 
which the Council completed the purchase in November 2021.  The core rationale 
behind this acquisition was to gain control of this strategic asset and complement 
other significant regeneration improvements being delivered within the Barnstaple 
town centre through the Future High Streets project; however the business case 
demonstrated that revenue income generated from the centre would cover both the 
repayment of the loan and asset management costs and would return a contribution 
to the Council.

This clearly has both regeneration and financial benefits to the Council and provides 
the ability to re-invest back into other projects and help to contribute towards 
reducing the pressure on the Council budget moving forwards.  The Council has 
been preparing and positioning itself for on-going budget reductions and will continue 
to work on further options to deliver savings and efficiencies necessary towards 
bridging the budget gaps through to 2028/29 year.   

Further remedial action will be required including close management of vacancies, 
reviewing reserve contributions and a general search for savings and income 
generation opportunities to meet the Council’s on-going programme of investment 
and improvement in services, whilst meeting the challenge of reduced funding.
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The Financial Statements

The accounts contain a number of separate but inter-related statements. These are 
described below.

1. Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement

The Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement shows the income and 
expenditure for all the Council’s services and the net surplus/deficit for the year, 
before taking account of transactions provided under statute, which are shown in a 
separate statement called Movement in Reserves Statement.

Expenditure and income on every day running costs, such as officers’ salaries, 
premises, transport, supplies and services is contained in the Council’s revenue 
account, the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.

2. Movement in Reserves Statement

This statement shows the movement in the year on the different reserves held by the 
Authority, analysed into ‘usable reserves’ (i.e. those that can be applied to fund 
expenditure or reduce local taxation) and other reserves. The Surplus (or Deficit) on 
the Provision of Services line shows the true economic cost of providing the 
Authority’s services, more details of which are shown in the Comprehensive Income 
and Expenditure Statement. These are different from the statutory amounts required 
to be charged to the General Fund Balance for council tax setting purposes. The Net 
Increase/Decrease before Transfers to Earmarked Reserves line shows the statutory 
General Fund balance before any discretionary transfers to or from earmarked 
reserves undertaken by the Council.

Review of the Financial Year ended 31 March 2023

The business of managing the Council’s finances presents a number of significant 
challenges with around £60m passing through our books in a year.

The Council originally budgeted to spend £13,721,640 in 2022/23.  As at 31 
December 2022, the Council was forecasting a net surplus of £19,000 against the 
budget.

The last quarter of the financial year has seen some favourable variances since the 
last reported position; most notably planning fee income, a reduction in the 
forecasted Temporary Accommodation costs, additional interest receivable, and 
additional Business Rates & Government grant income.

It is pleasing to report that the final out turn position is a budget surplus of (£693,000) 
against original budget, which is an overall movement of (£674,000) from the last 
forecast at quarter 3. The following table shows this movement:
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Service and Cost Area Quarter 3 
variance 
to budget

Outturn 
variance 
to budget

Outturn 
movement 

from Q3
£ £ £

Housing Benefit Subsidy Reduction 80,000 196,000 116,000
Additional Government Grant (86,000) (86,000) 0
Collection fund income (13,000) (13,000) 0
Other (27,000) (27,000) 0
Customer Focus (46,000) 70,000 116,000
Leisure Contract Management Fee 40,000 40,000 0
Use of Leisure Centre Replacement 
Reserve

(30,000) (30,000) 0

Works & Recycling Employees 10,000 10,000 0
Works & Recycling Vehicle fuel costs 104,000 104,000 0
Works & Recycling Other Vehicle costs 127,000 127,000 0
Works & Recycling Tipping Charges (14,000) (14,000) 0
Works & Recycling Bad Debt Provision (32,000) (32,000) 0
Works & Recycling Material Recovery 
Facility

22,000 22,000 0

Works & Recycling Supplies and Services 24,000 24,000 0
Works & Recycling Recycling Credits 71,000 71,000 0
Works & Recycling Shared Savings 
Scheme

(30,000) (30,000) 0

Works & Recycling Trade Waste income (12,000) (12,000) 0
Works & Recycling Recycling Sales (287,000) (287,000) 0
Works & Recycling Garden Waste income 63,000 63,000 0
Works & Recycling Other 4,000 4,000 0
Environmental Enhancement 60,000 60,000 0
Other (2,000) (2,000) 0
Governance (2,000) (2,000) 0
Streamline Charges (10,000) (10,000) 0
Corporate Services (10,000) (10,000) 0
Car Parks income 71,000 63,000 (8,000)
Seven Brethren rent (6,000) (6,000) 0
Miscellaneous income St Nicholas Chapel (45,000) (45,000) 0
CCTV income 20,000 20,000 0
CCTV Employees 21,000 21,000 0
Pannier Market income 0 40,000 40,000
Other 0 0 0
Place, Property & Regeneration 61,000 93,000 32,000
Temporary Accommodation / Reserve 0 (99,000) (99,000)
Building Control Trading Statement 83,000 83,000 0
Use of Joint Building Control Reserve (50,000) (50,000) 0
Planning fees (36,000) (146,000) (110,000)
EH staff time to capital (35,000) (35,000) 0
Contribution from Crematorium 0 (41,000) (41,000)
Yelland Appeal – costs award 0 151,000 151,000
Other (26,000) (14,000) 12,000
Planning, Housing & Health (64,000) (151,000) (87,000)
Orbis Reliance Project (8,000) (8,000) 0
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Service and Cost Area Quarter 3 
variance 
to budget

Outturn 
variance 
to budget

Outturn 
movement 

from Q3
£ £ £

Organisational Development (8,000) (8,000) 0
National pay award potential higher cost 804,000 804,000 0
Energy Costs 63,000 63,000 0
Additional Employee Vacancy Savings (202,000) (226,000) (24,000)
Business Rates - Benefit of pooling (100,000) (287,000) (187,000)
Business Rates - Additional income (250,000) (1,018,000) (768,000)
Contribution to Collection Fund Reserve 0 560,000 560,000
New Burdens Grant - Admin Energy 
rebate scheme

(38,000) (38,000) 0

Use of Budget Management Reserve (936,000) (936,000) 0
Interest Receivable (130,000) (266,000) (136,000)
Interest Payable (275,000) (275,000) 0
Government Grants 0 (180,000) (180,000)
Cont to Treasury Management Reserve 275,000 275,000 0
Cont to Budget Management Reserve 100,000 100,000 0
Cont to Regeneration Reserve 100,000 100,000 0
Cont to Material Recovery Facility 
Reserve

40,000 40,000 0

Cont to Repairs Fund Reserve 520,000 520,000 0
Insurance premiums 19,000 19,000 0
Other (10,000) (745,000) (735,000)

Total (19,000) (693,000) (674,000)

The movement from Q3 of £674,000 can be mainly attributed to:

Adverse variances:
• £116,000 Benefit subsidy
• £40,000 Pannier Market income
• £151,000 Yelland Appeal – costs award provision

Favourable variances:
• £99,000 Temporary accommodation  
• £110,000 Planning fees
• £41,000 Contribution from the Crematorium
• £395,000 Business Rates and Pooling income
• £136,000 Interest receivable
• £180,000 Government Grants

Members approved in June 2021 to proceed with the acquisition of Green Lanes 
Shopping Centre; which the Council completed the purchase in November 
2021. The purchase of Green Lanes Shopping Centre was a once in a lifetime 
opportunity to acquire this strategic asset and complement other significant 
regeneration improvements being delivered within the Barnstaple town centre 
through the Future High Streets project. The financial modelling demonstrated that 
revenue income generated from the centre would cover both the repayment of the 
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loan and asset management costs and would return a contribution to the Council 
which could be used towards mitigating future risks on income volatility, investment 
back into the centre and the overarching council budget.

The financial outturn for the Centre produced a net return (income less costs) for the 
2021/22 year of (£243,600) due to minimal borrowing costs for last financial year as 
these commenced in 2022/23. The 2022/23 trading position produced a net return of 
(£291,000), including borrowing costs. This is a positive return for the Council and is 
in line with our original forecasting.

The Business Rate Retention scheme was introduced in April 2013 which sees 
Billing authorities receive a ‘baseline’ funding but in addition they are exposed to the 
risks and rewards of retaining a proportion of the income collected. This exposure is 
mitigated by participation in the Devon-wide pool that collates all of the Business 
Rate growth and decline and returns a share of the impact to each local authority. 

As at 31st March 2023 the Collection Fund reserve balance held is £1,340,177.  This 
earmarked reserve was created to deal with the timing impacts of the Collection Fund 
(Business Rates), which ensures the revenue budget is not unduly affected in the 
year the taxes are collected.  Collection Fund deficits/surpluses are reversed out to 
bring the revenue account back to the budgeted figure for the year; the 
deficits/surpluses are recovered/distributed in the following financial years. This 
reserve includes an £912,563 balance that will be utilised in 2023/24 and 2024/25 to 
mitigate timing differences of business rate reliefs awarded in 2022/23 that from an 
accounting perspective impact over the next two financial years; thus leaving the 
fund reserve with a residue balance of £427,614 protection against future volatility.

From the revenue budget surplus of £693,000, it was proposed to set aside the 
amount into the following earmarked reserves:-

• Office Technology £120,000 – to fund capital business case
• Repairs Fund £214,000 – to fund capital business cases
• Budget Management £279,000 – mitigate 2023/24 inflationary pressures
• Insurance Reserve £80,000 – mitigate 2023/24 higher insurance costs

The recommended level of general fund balance is 5%-10% of the Council’s net 
revenue budget. It is pleasing to report that the combination of in year measures and 
robust budget management saw the Council through the financial pressures and 
resulted in a general fund reserve balance at 31 March 2023 of £1,238,000, which is 
a level of 9.0%.

Within the accounts the Council also holds balances in relation to the North Devon 
Crematorium, which is provided under a joint operation with Torridge District Council.  
The Council’s Balance Sheet contains a General Balance of £88,000 and Earmarked 
Reserve Balances of £290,000 for Crematorium capital reserve and £417,000 for 
Crematorium equipment replacement reserve, which represents North Devon’s 
estimated 60% of the share of the Crematorium total holding.

The Council’s net expenditure on the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement was financed from the following sources:
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2022/23
£000

%

Council Tax 9,781 56%
Government Grants 2,446 14%
Non Domestic Rates 5,137 30%

17,364 100%

3. Balance Sheet

The Balance Sheet shows the assets and liabilities of the Council as a whole at 31 
March 2023. There are a number of detailed notes that break these figures down and 
provide further information.

These include details of capital expenditure of the Council on fixed assets such as 
land and buildings; as distinguished from revenue expenditure or running costs.  

During 2022-23, the Council invested £7,578,000 from its capital resources, analysed 
as follows:

2022/23
£000

New assets being constructed or acquired 4,822

Purchase of vehicles, IT and CCTV 
equipment

327

Providing grants and assistance 1,894
Statutory and Landlord Functions 535
Total 7,578

This compares to £21,754,000 spent in 2021-22.

Back in 2008-09, the method of accounting for certain elements traditionally 
accounted for as Capital Expenditure changed. Expenditure incurred on items, which 
includes disabled facilities grants and affordable housing, is now shown in the 
accounts as Revenue Expenditure Funded from Capital under Statute. It was 
previously known as deferred charges.

The legislation still allows the expenditure to be funded from capital resources such 
as capital receipts. However, the expenditure must be accounted for within the cost 
of services of the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement together with 
any grants received to offset expenditure. The difference between expenditure and 
grant received is reversed out through the Movement in Reserves Statement in order 
that there is no impact on Council Tax. The reversal reflects the fact that the 
expenditure has already been funded from capital resources and a corresponding 
entry is made to the Capital Adjustment Account to reflect this.
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The Council plans to spend the following sums in the period 2023/24 to 2025/26:

2023-24 £27,867,318
2024-25 £5,324,344
2025-26 £95,000
Total £33,286,662

This investment will be financed by:

Capital receipts/borrowing £13,628,650
Earmarked reserves £16,746,752
External grants and contributions £2,911,260
Total £33,286,662

The Balance Sheet contains the Authority’s Revenue Reserves, which are 
summarised below:

31/03/22 31/03/23
£000 £000

1,210 General Revenue Account 1,238
14,522 Earmarked Reserves 11,134
15,732 12,372

Pension Liabilities

The Net Cost of Services within the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement includes current service costs and past service costs. Net Operating 
Expenditure includes the Council’s share of the return on pension’s assets and the 
net interest cost of the Council’s liability due to under-funding.

During the autumn of 2022 our actuary undertook the latest 3-yearly review of the 
Pension scheme and costs; with the next review due in 2025/26 year. The Local 
Government Pension Scheme has been reviewed nationally to ensure it meets the 
objectives of being viable and acceptable to both employees and the employer. 

With the effect of the re-valuation of the pension fund and a range of other factors; 
such as a change in the discount rate assumption, which the actuaries are required 
to use; the net liability on the pension fund has decreased from £64.4m to £14.1m.
The Council’s liability relating to the Devon County Council defined benefit pension 
scheme is included within the Balance Sheet and further details is shown in Note 42.

The amount the Council contributes to the Pension Fund is re-assessed every three 
years; the most recent review was in the autumn of 2022 and took effect from April 
2023.  The Council has adjusted its contributions in line with the Actuaries 
recommendations, which have been factored into the Medium Term Financial 
Strategy (MTFS) 2023-2029.
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Borrowing for Capital Investment

The Council has forecast that the capital investment can be fully funded over the 
investment period. However, the timing and realisation of capital receipts can be 
impacted by events beyond the control of the Council.

The Council is able to manage its cash flows for projects through internal borrowing 
and also has authority to borrow from the Public Works Loan Board (PWLB) as 
outlined in the Treasury Management Annual Investment Strategy.

At the 31st March 2023 total external borrowing was £3,000,000. The timing of any 
future borrowing is dependent on how the authority manages its treasury activity and 
due to current low interest rates and reduced returns on investments it is prudent for 
the Council to ‘internally borrow’ and use these monies to fund the Capital 
Programme.

4. Cash Flow Statement

This statement summarises the inflows and outflows of cash arising from external 
transactions for both capital and revenue purposes.

5. Collection Fund

These statements represent the transactions of the Collection Fund, a statutory fund 
separate from the main accounts of the Authority. The Fund accounts independently 
for income from council tax and non-domestic rates on behalf of those authorities for 
which the income has been raised.

Accounting Policies

This section describes the accounting concepts and policies adopted in the 
preparation of the accounts. It contains a number of technical notes, none of which 
are unusual or which differ from the concepts adopted by the majority of other Local 
Authorities. The Council complied with all recommended accounting practices 
contained within the Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United 
Kingdom 2022/23, which is recognised by statute as representing proper accounting 
practices. These principles provide the basis by which authorities present their net 
cost of services in the statement of accounts i.e. the classifications of service to be 
detailed in the service expenditure analysis in the top half of the Comprehensive 
Income and Expenditure Statement.

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) are a suite of accounting 
standards used across the world and are the equivalent of the Financial Reporting 
Standards (FRSs) that were previously used in the United Kingdom.

The 2022/23 financial statements have been produced in accordance with the above 
standards.
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Key Performance Indicators: 2021/22 and 2022/23 year

The following performance information was reported as part of Performance & Financial Management for Quarter 4 of 2022/23 to the 
Strategy & Resources meeting held 3rd July 2023. It covers the following areas:

• Planning
• Waste and Recycling
• Finance
• Property Services
• Building Control
• Customer Services & Communications
• Environmental Health and Housing

PI Code & Short name Year
Performance 

Data Q1
Performance 

Data Q2
Performance 

Data Q3
Performance 

Data Q4
Year End 

Target
Year End 

Result
Current 
Target Latest Note & History

Planning

NI 155 Number of 
affordable homes 

delivered (cumulative)

2021/2022 32 81 88 113 113

2022/2023 16 16 64 82 82

NI 157a Percentage of 
major applications 

processed within 13 
weeks 2021/2022 86% 88% 86% 100% 45% 90%

45%

Major applications 
determined within 
statutory timeframe of 
13 weeks is 27% but 
total within statutory 
timeframe or the 
agreed extension of 
time is 91%

2022/2023 91% 100% 67% 91% 45% 87.25%
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NI 157b Percentage of 
minor planning 

applications processed 
within 8 weeks

2021/2022 97% 90% 87% 95% 92.25%
75%

2022/2023 92% 87% 92% 95% 91.5%

NI 157c Percentage of 
other applications 
processed within 8 

weeks

2021/2022 97% 96% 94% 95% 85% 95.50%

85%

Other applications 
determined within 
statutory timeframe of 
8 weeks is 56% but 
total within statutory 
timeframe or the 
agreed extension of 
time is 94%

2022/2023 80% 94% 93% 94% 85%
90.25%

PI Code & Short name Year
Performance 

Data Q1
Performance 

Data Q2
Performance 

Data Q3
Performance 

Data Q4
Year End 

Target
Year End 

Result
Current 
Target Latest Note & History

Waste & Recycling

L82(i) Total percentage
domestic waste 

recycled or composted

2021/2022 52.10% 52.20% 47% 39.70% 46% 47.75%
46%

Quarter 4 figure not 
yet available

2022/2023 49.10% 46.84% 45% 45.41% 46% 46.66%

Finance

BV8 Percentage of 
invoices paid on time

2021/2022 92.22% 91.40% 90.85% 91.82% 97% 91.57%
97%

2022/2023 88.75% 91.72% 90.68% 92.09% 97% 90.81%

BV9 Percentage of 
Council Tax collected

2021/2022 28.24% 55.13% 81.98% 96.89% 97.50% 96.89%
97.50%

2022/2023 28.58% 55.80% 82.04% 97.24% 97.50% 97.24%

BV78a (M) Speed of 
processing - new 

Housing Benefit/Council 
Tax Benefit claims

2021/2022 27.3 25.7 29.6 21.1 28 25.9
28

2022/2023 19.6 21.3 18 17.9 28 19.2
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BV10 Percentage of 
Non-domestic Rates 

Collected

2021/2022 20.88% 50.03% 78.62% 97.46% 99.05% 97.46%
99.05%

2022/2023 30.09% 59.61% 80.48% 97.05% 99.05% 97.05%

Property Services

L728 Percentage of the 
gross internal area of 
the investment estate 

currently let

2021/2022 96.01% 96.01% 96.01% 89.31%

2022/2023 89.31% 95.93% 95.93% 95.93%

L168 Income per car 
park P&D ticket

2021/2022 July £1.87 Sept £1.89 Dec £1.51 Mar £1.70 £1.83
£1.87

2022/2023 July £1.78 Sept £1.83 Dec £1.59 Mar £1.60 £1.70

PI Code & Short name Year
Performance 

Data Q1
Performance 

Data Q2
Performance 

Data Q3
Performance 

Data Q4
Year End 

Target
Year End 

Result
Current 
Target Latest Note & History

Building Control

L300 Percentage of 
Building Regulation Full 

Plan applications 
determined in 2 months

2021/2022 90% 97% 98% 100% 95% 98.75%
95%

2022/2023 100% 95% 95% 94% 95% 96%

L301 Percentage of 
Building Regulation 

Applications examined 
within 3 weeks

2021/2022 100% 98% 99% 96% 95% 99%
95%

2022/2023 81% 85% 79% 75% 95% 80%

L302 Average time to 
first response (Days)

2021/2022 8.5 7.5 8 7 10 7
10

2022/2023 12 16 16 18 10 15.5

Customer Service & Communications

L999 Percentage of 
Feedback Customer 

Satisfaction 

2021/2022 42% 53% 43% N/A 50% 46%
50%

Customer Surveys are 
being reviewed and 
data collection will 

start in Qtr 4 for 2022/2023 N/A
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reporting in Qtr 1 
23/24

L997 Percentage of 
Customer Service 

Satisfaction 

2021/2022 94% 90% 92% N/A 90% 92%

90%

Customer Surveys are 
being reviewed and 
data collection will 

start in Qtr 4 for 
reporting in Qtr 1 

23/242022/2023 N/A

Environmental Health 
& Housing

LEHH014 Food Hygiene 
Interventions 
Completed

2021/2022 29 177 22 348 708 576

1139

This is all interventions 
at food premises 2223, 
not those rated as at 

01/04/22 & then 
shown as due.  The 

focus according to FSA 
Covid recovery plan is 
A's, B's, C's.  Of these, 

57 were completed 
out of 99 due.  D's, E's 

not primary focus. 
Total interventions 

includes reactive, as 
well as new food reg's.2022/2023 107 319 448 578 708 576

PI Code & Short name Year
Performance 

Data Q1
Performance 

Data Q2
Performance 

Data Q3
Performance 

Data Q4
Year End 

Target
Year End 

Result
Current 
Target Latest Note & History

LEHH015 Percentage of 
Food Hygiene Due 

Interventions 
Completed

2021/2022 3.7% 23% 3.02% 49% 100% 19.68%
100%

57/99 = 58% see note 
re total interventions.

2022/2023 9.4% 29.6% 42% 51% 100% 33%

2021/2022 128 126 136 102 492
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LEHH016 Housing 
Options - Number of 

Homelessness 
Prevented & Relieved 2022/2023 127 88 109 103 427

Data 
Only

LEHH017 Housing 
Options - Number of 

Households 
Accommodated in 

Temporary 
Accommodation

2021/2022 42 38 42 64 186
Data 
only

2022/2023 65 66 62 73 266

LEHH026 Number of 
NDC Lets Through DHC

2021/2022 72 70 60 63 265 Data 
only

2022/2023 45 66 66 70 247
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Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement

This statement shows the accounting cost in the year of providing services in 
accordance with generally accepted practices, rather than the amount to be funded 
from taxation. Authorities raise taxation to cover expenditure in accordance with 
regulations; this may be different from the accounting cost. The taxation position is 
shown in the Movement In Reserves Statement.

2021/22 2022/23

Gross
Expenditure 

£000

Gross 
Income

£000

Net 
Expenditure 

£000

Gross 
Expenditure 

£000

Gross 
Income

£000

Net 
Expenditure 

£000

22,405 (19,351) 3,054 Customer Focus. 22,156 (18,819) 3,337
11,026 (5,349) 5,677 Environmental 

Enhancement.
11,943 (5,319) 6,624

2,402 (557) 1,845 Governance. 2,236 (198) 2,038
365 (29) 336 Organisational 

Development.
395 (15) 380

9,063 (7,066) 1,997 Place, Property & 
Regeneration.

10,689 (10,552) 137

8,090 (6,391) 1,699 Planning, Housing & 
Health.

9,607 (7,438) 2,169

10 (149) (139) Programme 
Management.

160 (0) 160

974 (22) 952 Corporate Services. 1,323 (5) 1,318
54,335 (38,914) 15,421 Cost of services 58,509 (42,346) 16,163

2,473 (279) 2,194 Other operating 
expenditure (Note 12)

2,692 (374) 2,318

1,925 (365) 1,560 Financing and 
investment income and 
expenditure (Note 13)

1,768 (668) 1,100

2,544 (19,635) (17,091) Taxation and non-
specific grant income 
and expenditure 
(Note 14)

0 (17,364) (17,364)

61,277 (59,193) 2,084 (Surplus) or deficit on 
Provision of Services

62,969 (60,752) 2,217

0 (5,828) (5,828) Surplus or deficit on 
revaluation of property, 
plant and equipment 
assets

0 (7,370) (7,370)

0 (11,520) (11,520) Re-measurements of 
the net defined benefit 
liability

0 (54,401) (54,401)

0 (17,348) (17,348) Other Comprehensive 
(Income)/Expenditure

0 (61,771) (61,771)

61,277 (76,541) (15,264) Total Comprehensive 
(Income)/Expenditure

62,969 (122,523) (59,554)
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Movement In Reserves Statement

This statement shows the movement in the year on the different reserves held by the 
Authority, analysed into ‘usable reserves’ (i.e. those that can be applied to fund 
expenditure or reduce local taxation) and other reserves. The Surplus (or Deficit) on 
the Provision of Services line shows the true economic cost of providing the 
Authority’s services, more details of which are shown in the Comprehensive Income 
and Expenditure Statement. These are different from the statutory amounts required 
to be charged to the General Fund Balance for council tax setting purposes. The Net 
Increase/Decrease before Transfers to Earmarked Reserves line shows the statutory 
General Fund balance before any discretionary transfers to or from earmarked 
reserves undertaken by the Council.
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Balance at 31st March 
2021

Movement in 
Reserves during 
2021/22

1,210 16,350 17,560 0 2,460 20,020 11,910 31,930

Total Comprehensive 
Income and 
Expenditure

(2,084) 0 (2,084) 0 0 (2,084) 17,348 15,264

Adjustments between 
accounting basis and 
funding basis under 
regulations (Note 10)

255 0 255 0 (137) 118 (118) 0

Transfers to/(from) 
Earmarked Reserves 
(Note 11)

1,829 (1,828) 1 0 0 1 0 1

Increase/decrease in 
2021/22

0 (1,828) (1,828) 0 (137) (1,965) 17,230 15,265

Balance at 31st March 
2022 carried forward

1,210 14,522 15,732 0 2,323 18,055 29,140 47,195
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Balance at 31st March 
2022

Movement in 
Reserves during 
2022/23

1,210 14,522 15,732 0 2,323 18,055 29,140 47,195

Total Comprehensive 
Income and 
Expenditure

(2,217) 0 (2,217) 0 0 (2,217) 61,771 59,554

Adjustments between 
accounting basis and 
funding basis under 
regulations (Note 10)

(1,143) 0 (1,143) 120 1,464 441 (441) 0

Transfers to/(from) 
Earmarked Reserves 
(Note 11)

3,388 (3,388) 0 0 0 0 (1) (1)

Increase/decrease in 
2022/23

28 (3,388) (3,360) 120 1,464 (1,776) 61,329 59,553

Balance at 31st March 
2023 carried forward

1,238 11,134 12,372 120 3,787 16,279 90,469 106,748
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Cash Flow Statement

The Cash Flow Statement shows the changes in cash and cash equivalents of the 
Authority during the reporting period. The statement shows how the Authority 
generates and uses cash and cash equivalents by classifying cash flows as 
operating, investing and financing activities. The amount of net cash flows arising 
from operating activities is a key indicator of the extent to which the operations of the 
Authority are funded by way of taxation and grant income or from the recipients of 
services provided by the Authority. Investing activities represent the extent to which 
cash outflows have been made for resources, which are intended to contribute to the 
Authority’s future service delivery. Cash flows arising from financing activities are 
useful in predicting claims on future cash flows by providers of capital (i.e. borrowing) 
to the Authority.

2021/22
£000

2022/23
£000

2,084 Net (surplus) or deficit on the provision of services 2,217
(12,432) Adjustments to net surplus or deficit on the provision of 

services for non cash movements
10,443

19 Adjustments for items included in the net surplus or 
deficit on the provision of services that are investing 
and financing activities

294

(10,329) Net cash flows from Operating Activities (Note 28) 12,954
21,800 Investing Activities (Note 29) 6,555
(7,013) Financing Activities (Note 30) (7,089)

4,458 Net (increase) or decrease in cash and cash 
equivalents

12,420

(23,861) Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the 
reporting period

(19,403)

(19,403) Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the 
reporting period

(6,983)
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Collection Fund 

These Statements represent the transactions of the Collection Fund, a statutory fund 
separate from the main accounts of the Authority. The Fund accounts independently 
for income from council tax and non-domestic rates on behalf of those authorities for 
which the income has been raised.

2022/23 Collection Fund

Business 
Rates
£000

Council 
Tax

£000
Total
£000

Notes

INCOME
Council Tax Receivable 0 77,860 77,860 40
Business Rates Receivable 23,922 0 23,922 41
Transitional Protection Payments Payable 838 0 838

24,760 77,860 102,620

Contribution to Previous Year’s Deficit
Central Government 6,162 0 6,162
North Devon Council 4,929 54 4,983
Devon County Council 1,109 310 1,419
Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue Service 123 19 142
Devon and Cornwall Police (PCC) 0 49 49

12,323 432 12,755

Total Income 37,083 78,292 115,375

EXPENDITURE

Apportionment of Previous Year Surplus
Central Government 0 0 0
North Devon Council 0 0 0
Devon County Council 0 0 0
Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue Service 0 0 0
Devon and Cornwall Police (PCC) 0 0 0

0 0 0
Precepts, Demands and Shares
Central Government 13,515 0 13,515
North Devon Council 10,806 9,558 20,364
Devon County Council 2,433 54,105 56,538
Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue Service 270 3,191 3,461
Devon and Cornwall Police (PCC) 0 8,571 8,571

27,024 75,425 102,449
Charges to Collection Fund
Write offs of uncollectable amounts 188 327 515
Increase/(Decrease) in provision for bad debts (31) 333 302
Increase/(Decrease) in provision for appeals 269 0 269
Disregarded amounts 381 0 381
Cost of Collection 226 0 226

1,033 660 1,693

Total Expenditure 28,057 76,085 104,142

(Deficit)/Surplus for the year 9,026 2,207 11,233
Balance at beginning of the year (11,307) 972 (10,335)
(Deficit)/Surplus at 31 March 2023 (2,281) 3,179 898
The (£2,281k) represents the overall deficit on the non-domestic rate element of the Collection Fund at 31 March 
2023.  Of this balance 40% is attributable to North Devon Council, which equates to (£913k).
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The £3,179k represents the overall surplus on the council tax element of the Collection Fund at 31 March 2023.  
Of this balance 12.6% is attributable to North Devon Council, which equates to £401k.

2021/22 Collection Fund

Business 
Rates
£000

Council 
Tax

£000
Total
£000

Notes

INCOME
Council Tax Receivable 0 74,151 74,151 40
Business Rates Receivable 23,257 0 23,257 41
Transitional Protection Payments Payable (812) 0 (812)

22,445 74,151 96,596

Contribution to Previous Year’s Deficit
Central Government 10,193 0 10,193
North Devon Council 8,155 0 8,155
Devon County Council 1,835 0 1,835
Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue Service 204 0 204
Devon and Cornwall Police (PCC) 0 0 0

20,387 0 20,387

Total Income 42,832 74,151 116,983

EXPENDITURE

Apportionment of Previous Year Surplus
Central Government 0 0 0
North Devon Council 0 117 117
Devon County Council 0 653 653
Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue Service 0 40 40
Devon and Cornwall Police (PCC) 0 100 100

0 910 910
Precepts, Demands and Shares
Central Government 15,929 0 15,929
North Devon Council 12,743 9,093 21,836
Devon County Council 2,867 51,985 54,852
Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue Service 319 3,096 3,415
Devon and Cornwall Police (PCC) 0 8,137 8,137

31,858 72,311 104,169
Charges to Collection Fund
Write offs of uncollectable amounts 216 395 611
Increase/(Decrease) in provision for bad debts (204) 42 (162)
Increase/(Decrease) in provision for appeals 47 0 47
Disregarded amounts 356 0 356
Cost of Collection 215 0 215

630 437 1,067

Total Expenditure 32,488 73,658 106,146

(Deficit)/Surplus for the year 10,344 493 10,837
Balance at beginning of the year (21,651) 479 (21,172)
(Deficit)/Surplus at 31 March 2022 (11,307) 972 (10,335)

The (£11,307k) represents the overall deficit on the non-domestic rate element of the Collection Fund at 31 March 
2022.  Of this balance 40% is attributable to North Devon Council, which equates to (£4,523k).
The £972k represents the overall surplus on the council tax element of the Collection Fund at 31 March 2022.  Of 
this balance 12.7% is attributable to North Devon Council, which equates to £124k.
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Notes to the Accounts

Please be aware that there may be minor rounding differences in some of these 
notes.

1. Accounting Policies

i. General Principles

The Statement of Accounts summarises the Authority’s transactions for 
the 2022/23 financial year and its position at the year-end of 31st March 
2023. The Authority is required to prepare an annual Statement of 
Accounts by the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015, which those 
Regulations require to be prepared in accordance with proper 
accounting practices.

These practices primarily comprise the Code of Practice on Local 
Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 2022/23, supported by 
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).

The accounting convention adopted in the Statement of Accounts is 
principally historical cost, modified by the revaluation of certain 
categories of non-current assets and financial instruments.

These statements have been compiled on the basis of the Council 
remaining a going concern and all amounts have been rounded to the 
nearest £1,000.

ii. Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement 

Expenditure on services and income relating to or derived from those 
services is classified in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement in accordance with CIPFA Code of Local Authority 
Accounting in the UK. The 2022/23 Code requires that authorities 
present expenditure and income on services on the basis of it’s 
reportable segments. These reportable segments are based on the 
authority’s internal management reporting structure. Previously there 
was a requirement to present expenditure and income in accordance 
with the Service Expenditure Code of Practice (SERCOP).

iii. Accruals of Income and Expenditure

Activity is accounted for in the year that it takes place, not simply when 
cash payments are made or received. In particular:

• Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised when the Authority 
transfers the significant risk and rewards of ownership to the 
purchaser and it is probable that economic benefits or service 
potential associated with the transaction will flow to the Authority.
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• Revenue from the provision of services is recognised when the 
Authority can measure reliably the percentage of completion of the 
transaction and it is probable that economic benefits or service 
potential associated with the transaction will flow to the Authority.

• Revenue from council tax and business rates is measured at the full 
amount receivable (net of any impairment losses) as they are non-
contractual, non-exchange transactions and there can be no 
difference between the delivery and payment dates.

• Supplies are recorded as expenditure when they are consumed –
where there is a gap between the date supplies are received and 
their consumption; they are carried as inventories on the Balance 
Sheet.

• Expenses in relation to services received including services 
provided by employees are recorded as expenditure when the 
services are received rather than when payments are made.

• Interest receivable on investments and payable on borrowings is 
accounted for respectively as income and expenditure on the basis 
of the effective interest rate for the relevant financial instrument 
rather than the cash flows fixed or determined by the contract.

• Where revenue and expenditure has been recognised but cash has 
not been received or paid, a debtor or creditor for the relevant 
amount is recorded in the Balance Sheet. Where debts may not be 
settled, the balance sheet of debtors is written down and a charge 
made to revenue for the income that might not be collected.

• A de minimis level of £5,000 is normally applied to any manual 
adjustments made.

• The Council has adopted IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with 
Customers in accordance with the Code, however, this has had no 
material impact upon the Financial Statements.

iv. Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash is represented by cash in hand and deposits with financial 
institutions repayable without penalty on notice of not more than 24 
hours. Cash equivalents are highly liquid investments that mature in no 
more than three months or less from the date of acquisition and that are 
readily convertible to known amounts of cash with insignificant risk of 
change in value.

In the Cash Flow Statement, cash and cash equivalents are shown net 
of bank overdrafts that are repayable on demand and form an integral 
part of the Authority’s cash management.

v. Material Items
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When items of income and expense are material, their nature and 
amount is disclosed separately, either on the face of the 
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement or in the notes to 
the accounts, depending on how significant the items are to an 
understanding of the Authority’s financial performance.

vi. Prior Period Adjustments, Changes in Accounting Policies and 
Estimates and Errors

Prior period adjustments may arise as a result of a change in 
accounting policies or to correct a material error. Changes in 
accounting estimate are accounted for prospectively i.e. in the current 
and future years affected by the change and do not give rise to a prior 
period adjustment.

Changes in accounting policies are only made when required by proper 
accounting practices or the change provides more reliable or relevant 
information about the effect of transactions, other events and conditions 
on the Authority’s financial position or financial performance. Where a 
change is made, it is applied retrospectively (unless otherwise stated) 
by adjusting opening balances and comparative amounts for the prior 
period as if the new policy had always been applied.

Material errors discovered in prior period figures are corrected 
retrospectively by amending opening balances and comparative 
amounts for the prior period.

There were no prior period adjustments.

vii. Charges to Revenue for Non Current Assets

Services, support services and trading accounts are debited with the 
following amounts to record the cost of holding non-current assets 
during the year:

• Depreciation attributable to the assets used by the relevant service
• Revaluation and impairment losses on assets used by the service 

where there are no accumulated gains in the Revaluation Reserve 
against which the losses can be written off

• Amortisation of intangible fixed assets attributable to the service

The Authority is not required to raise council tax to fund depreciation, 
revaluation and impairment losses or amortisations.  However, it is 
required to make an annual contribution from revenue towards the 
reduction in its overall borrowing requirement (equal to either an 
amount calculated on a prudent basis determined by the Authority in 
accordance with statutory guidance).

Depreciation, revaluation and impairment losses and amortisations are 
therefore replaced by the contribution in the General Fund Balance by 
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way of an adjusting transaction with the Capital Adjustment Account in 
the Movement In Reserves Statement for the difference between the 
two.

viii. Employee Benefits

Benefits Payable During Employment

Short-term employee benefits are those due to be settled within 12 
months of the year-end. They include such benefits as wages and 
salaries, paid annual leave and paid sick leave, bonuses and non 
monetary benefits for current employees and are recognised as an 
expense for services in the year in which employees render service to 
the Authority.

An accrual is made for the cost of holiday entitlements and time off in 
lieu earned by employees but not taken before the year end which 
employees can carry forward into the next financial year. The accrual is 
made at the wage and salary rates applicable in the following 
accounting year, being the period in which the employee takes the 
benefit. The accrual is charged to Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of 
Services, but then reversed out through the Movement in Reserves 
statement so that holiday benefits are charged to revenue in the 
financial year in which the holiday absence occurs.

Termination Benefits

Termination benefits are amounts payable as a result of a decision by 
the Authority to terminate an officer’s employment before the normal 
retirement date or an officer’s decision to accept voluntary redundancy 
and are charged on an accruals basis to the Non Distributed Costs line 
in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement when the 
Authority is demonstrably committed to the termination of the 
employment of an officer or group of officers or making an offer to 
encourage voluntary redundancy.

Where termination benefits involve the enhancement of pensions, 
statutory provisions require the General Fund balance to be charged 
with the amount payable by the Authority to the pension fund or 
pensioner in the year, not the amount calculated according to the 
relevant accounting standards.

In the Movement in Reserves Statement, appropriations are required to 
and from the Pensions Reserve to remove the notional debits and 
credits for pension enhancement termination benefits and replace them 
with debits for the cash paid to the pension fund and pensioners and 
any such amounts payable but unpaid at the year end.
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Post Employment Benefits

Employees of the Authority are members of the Local Government 
Pension Scheme (LGPS), administered by Devon County Council.

The scheme provides defined benefits to members (retirement lump 
sums and pensions), earned as employees worked for the Authority.
Local Government Pension Scheme

The Local Government Pension Scheme is accounted for as a defined 
benefits scheme:

• The liabilities of the Devon County pension fund attributable to the 
Authority are included in the Balance Sheet on an actuarial basis 
using the projected unit method i.e. an assessment of the future 
payments that will be made in relation to retirement benefits earned 
to date by employees, based on assumptions about mortality rates, 
employee turnover rates etc. and projections of projected earnings 
for current employees.

• Liabilities are discounted to their value at current prices, using a 
discount rate of 4.80% (annualised yield on the Merill Lynch AA 
rated corporate bond yield curve).

• The assets of the Devon County pension fund attributable to the 
Authority are included in the Balance Sheet at their fair value:

- Quoted securities – current bid price
- Unquoted securities – professional estimate
- Unitised securities – current bid price
- Property – market value

• The change in the net pensions liability is analysed into the following 
components:

- Current service cost – the increase in liabilities as a result of 
years of service earned this year – allocated in the 
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statements to the 
services for which the employees worked.

- Past service cost – the increase in liabilities arising from current 
year decisions whose effect relates to years of service earned in 
earlier years – debited to the Surplus or Deficit on the Provision 
of Services in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement.

- Net interest cost – the net interest expense for the authority – the 
change during the period in the net defined benefit liability that 
arises from the passage of time; charged to the Financing and 
Investment Income and Expenditure line of the Comprehensive 
Income and Expenditure Statement – this is calculated by 
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applying the discount rate used to measure the defined benefit 
liability at the beginning of the period – taking into account any 
changes in the net defined benefit liability during the period as a 
result of contribution and benefit payments.

- Return on plan assets – excluding amounts included in net 
interest on the net defined benefit liability - charged to the 
Pensions Reserve as Other Comprehensive Income and 
Expenditure

- Actuarial gains and losses – changes in the net pensions liability 
that arise because events have not coincided with assumptions 
made at the last actuarial valuation or because the actuaries 
have updated their assumptions – charged to the Pensions 
Reserve as Other Comprehensive Income and Expenditure.

- Contributions paid to the Devon County pension fund – cash 
paid as employer’s contributions to the pension fund in 
settlement of liabilities; not accounted for as an expense.

In relation to retirement benefits, statutory provisions require the 
General Fund balance to be charged with the amount payable by the 
Authority to the pension fund or directly to pensioners in the year, not 
the amount calculated according to the relevant accounting standards.
In the Movement in Reserves Statement, this means that there are 
appropriations to and from the Pensions Reserve to remove the 
notional debits and credits for retirement benefits and replace them with 
debits for the cash paid to the pension fund and pensioners and any 
such amounts payable but unpaid at the year end.

The negative balance that arises on the Pensions Reserve thereby 
measures the beneficial impact to the General Fund of being required 
to account for retirement benefits on the basis of cash flows rather than 
as benefits are earned by employees.

Discretionary Benefits

The Authority also has restricted powers to make discretionary awards 
of retirement benefits in the event of early retirements. Any liabilities 
estimated to arise as a result of an award to any member of staff are 
accrued in the year of the decision to make the award and accounted 
for using the same policies as are applied to the Local Government 
Pension Scheme.

ix. Events after the Reporting Period

Events after the Balance Sheet date are those events, both favourable 
and unfavourable, that occur between the end of the reporting period 
and the date when the Statement of Accounts is authorised for issue.  
Two types of events can be identified:
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• Those that provide evidence of conditions that existed at the end of 
the reporting period – the Statement of Accounts is adjusted to 
reflect such events

• Those that are indicative of conditions that arose after the reporting 
period – the Statement of Accounts is not adjusted to reflect such 
events, but where a category of events would have a material effect, 
disclosure is made in the notes of the nature of the events and their 
estimated financial effect.

Events taking place after the date of authorisation for issue are not 
reflected in the Statement of Accounts.

x. Financial Instruments

Financial Liabilities

Financial liabilities are recognised on the Balance Sheet when the 
Authority becomes a party to the contractual provisions of a financial 
instrument and are initially measured at fair value and are carried at 
their amortised cost.

Annual charges to the Financing and Investment Income and 
Expenditure line in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement for interest payable are based on the carrying amount of the 
liability, multiplied by the effective rate of interest for the instrument. 
The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated 
future cash payments over the life of the instrument to the amount at 
which it was originally recognised.

Gains and losses on the repurchase or early settlement of borrowing 
are credited and debited to the Financing and Investment Income and 
Expenditure line in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement in the year of repurchase/settlement. However, where 
repurchase has taken place as part of a restructuring of the loan 
portfolio that involves the modification or exchange of existing 
instruments, the premium or discount is respectively deducted from or 
added to the amortised cost of the new or modified loan and the write 
down to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement is 
spread over the life of the loan by an adjustment to the effective interest 
rate.

Financial Assets

Financial assets are subsequently measured in one of two ways:

• amortised cost – assets whose contractual terms are basic lending 
arrangements (i.e. they give rise on specified dates to cash flows that 
are solely payments of principal or interest on the principal amount 
outstanding, which the Council holds under a business model whose 
objective is to collect those cash flows) 
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• Fair value – all other financial assets 

Amortised cost assets are measured in the Balance Sheet at the 
outstanding principal repayable (plus accrued interest). Annual credits 
to the Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line in the 
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement (CIES) are based 
on the carrying amount of the asset, multiplied by the effective rate of 
interest for the instrument. Any gains or losses in fair value that might 
arise are not accounted for until the instrument matures or is sold.

Allowances for impairment losses have been calculated for amortised 
cost assets, applying the expected credit losses model. Changes in 
loss allowances (including balances outstanding at the date of 
derecognition of an asset) are debited/credited to the Financing and 
Investment Income and Expenditure line in the CIES.

Changes in the value of assets carried at fair value (described as Fair 
Value through Profit or Loss) are debited/credited to the Financing and 
Investment Income and Expenditure line in the CIES as they arise.

As North Devon Council does not hold any equity investments there 
has been no impact of the introduction of IFRS 9; all the Financial 
Instruments held by North Devon Council relate to surplus cash 
invested in fixed term temporary deposit investments and notice 
accounts held for the interest they accrue.

IFRS 15 revenue from contracts with customers has been adopted by 
the 2018/19 Accounting Code with an application date of 1st April 2018. 
IFRS 15 introduces a five step process for recognising revenue based 
on the transfer of control rather than the previous transfer of risk and 
reward. There has been no material impact on the revenue recognised 
in relation to the contracts entered into by North Devon Council.

xi. Foreign Currency Translation

Where the Authority has entered into a transaction denominated in a 
foreign currency, the transaction is converted into sterling at the 
exchange rate applicable on the date the transaction was effective. 
Where amounts in foreign currency are outstanding at the year-end, 
they are reconverted at the spot exchange rate at 31st March. Resulting 
gains or losses are recognised in the Financing and Investment Income 
and Expenditure line in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement.

The Authority has a policy to deal in sterling only; therefore there are no 
foreign currency transactions in 2022/23.
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xii. Government Grants and Contributions

Whether paid on account, by instalments or in arrears, Government 
grants and third party contributions and donations are recognised as 
due to the Authority when there is reasonable assurance that:

• The Authority will comply with the conditions attached to the 
payments; and

• The grants or contributions will be received.

Amounts recognised as due to the Council are not credited to the 
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement until conditions 
attached to the grant or contribution have been satisfied.  Conditions 
are stipulations that specify that the future economic benefits or service 
potential embodied in the asset in the form of the grant or contribution 
are required to be consumed by the recipient as specified, or future 
economic benefits or service potential must be returned to the 
transferor.

Monies advanced as grants and contributions for which conditions have 
not been satisfied are carried in the Balance Sheet as creditors. When 
conditions are satisfied, the grant or contribution is credited to the 
relevant service line (attributable revenue grants and contributions) or 
Taxation and Non Specific Grant Income (non ring fenced revenue 
grants and all capital grants) in the Comprehensive Income and 
Expenditure Statement.

Where capital grants are credited to the Comprehensive Income and 
Expenditure Statement, they are reversed out of the General Fund 
Balance in the Movement in Reserves Statement.  Where the grant has 
yet to be used to finance capital expenditure, it is posted to the Capital 
Grants Unapplied reserve. Where it has been applied, it is posted to the 
Capital Adjustment Account. Amounts in the Capital Grants Unapplied 
reserve are transferred to the Capital Adjustment Account once they 
have been applied to fund capital expenditure.

xiii. Intangible Assets

Expenditure on non-monetary assets that do not have physical 
substance but are controlled by the Authority as a result of past events 
(e.g. software licences) is capitalised when it is expected that future 
economic benefits or service potential will flow from the intangible asset 
to the Authority.
Intangible assets are measured initially at cost. Amounts are only re-
valued where the fair value of the assets held by the Authority can be 
determined by reference to an active market. In practice, no intangible 
asset held by the Authority meets this criterion and they are, therefore, 
carried at amortised cost. The depreciable amount of an intangible 
asset is amortised over its useful life to the relevant service line(s) in 
the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.
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An asset is tested for impairment whenever there is an indication that 
the asset might be impaired – any losses recognised are posted to the 
relevant service line(s) in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement. Any gain or loss arising on the disposal or abandonment of 
an intangible asset is posted to the Other Operating Expenditure line in 
the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.

There were no impairments, disposals or abandonment of intangible 
assets during 2022/23.

Where expenditure on intangible assets qualifies as capital expenditure 
for statutory purposes, amortisation, impairment losses and disposal 
gains and losses are not permitted to have an impact on the General 
Fund Balance. The gains and losses are therefore reversed out of the 
General Fund Balance in the Movement in Reserves statement and 
posted to the Capital Adjustment Account and (for any sale proceeds 
greater than £10,000) the Capital Receipts Reserve.

xiv. Interests in Companies and Other Entities

The Authority has no material interests in companies and other entities 
that have the nature of Subsidiaries, Associates and Joint Ventures and 
requiring the preparation of group accounts.

Although the Council does not have arrangements that give rise to the 
full adoption of Group Accounts the North Devon Crematorium has 
been treated as a Joint Operation with Torridge District Council.

The arrangements are based upon an estimated 60:40 split of all 
assets and liabilities. The Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement and Balance Sheet include this Authority’s share (60%) of 
the income, expenditure, assets and liabilities of the Crematorium.

xv. Inventories and Long Term Contracts

Inventories are included in the Balance Sheet at the lower of cost and 
net realisable value. The cost of inventories is assigned using the FIFO 
costing formula.

Long-term contracts are accounted for on the basis of charging the 
Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of Services and the value of works 
and services received under the contract during the financial year.

xvi. Investment Property

Investment properties are those that are used solely to earn rentals 
and/or for capital appreciation.  The definition is not met if the property 
is used in any way to facilitate the delivery of services or production of 
goods.
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Investment properties are measured initially at cost and subsequently 
at fair value, based on the highest and best price at which the asset 
could be exchanged between knowledgeable parties at arms length.
Properties are not depreciated but are re-valued annually according to 
market conditions at the year-end. Gains and losses on revaluation are 
posted to the Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line in 
the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement. The same 
treatment is applied to gains and losses on disposal.

Rentals received in relation to investment properties are credited to the 
Financing and Investment Income line and result in a gain for the 
General Fund Balance. However, revaluation and disposal gains and 
losses are not permitted by statutory arrangements to have an impact 
on the General fund balance. The gains and losses are, therefore, 
reversed out of the General Fund Balance in the Movement in 
Reserves Statement and posted to the capital Adjustment Account and 
(for any sale proceeds greater than £10,000) the Capital Receipts 
Reserve.

xvii. Leases

Leases are classified as finance leases where the terms of the lease 
transfer substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership 
of the property, plant or equipment from the lessor to the lessee.  All 
other leases are classified as operating leases.

Where a lease covers both land and buildings, the land and buildings 
elements are considered separately for classification.

Arrangements that do not have the legal status of a lease but convey a 
right to use an asset in return for payment and accounted for under this 
policy where fulfilment of the arrangement is dependent on the use of 
specific assets.

The Authority As Lessee

Finance Leases

Property, plant and equipment held under finance leases is recognised 
on the Balance Sheet at the commencement of the lease at its fair 
value measured at the lease’s inception (or the present value of the 
minimum lease payments, if lower). The asset recognised is matched 
by a liability for the obligation to pay the lessor. Initial direct costs of the 
Authority are added to the carrying amount of the asset.  Premiums 
paid on entry into a lease are applied to writing down the lease liability. 
Contingent rents are charged as expenses in the periods in which they 
incurred.
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Lease payments are apportioned between:

• A charge for the acquisition of the interest in the property, plant or 
equipment – applied to write down the lease liability, and

• A finance charge (debited to the Financing and Investment Income 
and Expenditure line in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement)

Property, plant and equipment recognised under finance leases is 
accounted for using the policies applied generally to such assets, 
subject to depreciation being charged over the lease term if this is 
shorter than the asset’s estimated useful life (where ownership of the 
asset does not transfer to the Authority at the end of the lease period).

The Authority is not required to raise council tax to cover depreciation 
or revaluation and impairment losses arising on leased assets.  Instead, 
a prudent annual contribution is made from revenue funds towards the 
deemed capital investment in accordance with statutory requirements.  
Depreciation and revaluation and impairment losses are therefore 
substituted by a revenue contribution on the General Fund Balance by 
way of an adjusting transaction with the Capital Adjustment Account in 
the Movement in Reserves Statement for the difference between the 
two.

Operating Leases

Rentals paid under operating leases are charged to the Comprehensive 
Income and Expenditure Statement as an expense of the services 
benefiting from use of the leased property, plant or equipment. Charges 
are made on a straight-line basis over the life of the lease; even if this 
does not match the pattern of payments (e.g. there is a rent free period 
at the commencement of the lease).

The Authority as Lessor

Finance Leases

Where the Authority grants a finance lease over a property or an item of 
plant or equipment, the relevant asset is written out of the Balance 
Sheet as a disposal. At the commencement of the lease, the carrying 
amount of the asset in the Balance Sheet is written off to the Other 
Operating Expenditure line in the Comprehensive Income and 
Expenditure Statement as part of the gain or loss on disposal.  

A gain, representing the Authority’s net investment in the lease, is 
credited to the same line in the Comprehensive Income and 
Expenditure Statement also part of the gain or loss on disposal (i.e. 
netted off against the carrying value of the asset at the time of 
disposal), matched by a lease (long term debtor) asset in the Balance 
Sheet.  
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Lease rentals receivable are apportioned between:

• A charge for the acquisition of the interest in the property – applied 
to write down the lease debtor (together with any premiums 
received), and

• Finance income (credited to the Financing and Investment Income 
and Expenditure line in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement)

The gain credited to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement on disposal is not permitted by statute to increase the 
General Fund Balance and is required to be treated as a capital receipt. 
Where a premium has been received, this is posted out of the General 
Fund Balance to the Capital Receipts Reserve in the Movement in 
Reserves Statement.  

Where the amount due in relation to the lease asset is to be settled by 
the payment of rentals in future financial years, this is posted out of the 
General Fund Balance to the Deferred Capital Receipts Reserve in the 
Movement in Reserves Statement.

The written off value of disposals is not a charge against council tax as 
the cost of fixed assets is fully provided for under separate 
arrangements for capital financing.  Amounts are therefore appropriated 
to the Capital Adjustment Account from the General Fund Balance in 
the Movement in Reserves Statement.

Operating Leases

Where the Authority grants an operating lease over a property or an 
item of plant or equipment, the asset is retained in the Balance Sheet.
Rental income is credited to the Other Operating Expenditure line in the 
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement. Credits are made 
on a straight line basis over the life of the lease, even if this does not 
match the pattern of payments (e.g. there is a premium paid at the 
commencement of the lease). Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating 
and arranging the lease are added to the carrying amount of the 
relevant asset and charged as an expense over the lease term on the 
same basis as rental income.

xviii. Overheads and Support Services

Costs of overheads and support services are not recharged to front line 
services and are shown in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement in the cost of services, which is line with our internal 
reporting method.

xix. Property, Plant and Equipment

Assets that have physical substance and are held for use in the 
production or supply of goods or services, for rental to others, or for 
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administrative purposes and that are expected to be used during more 
than one financial year are classified as Property, Plant and Equipment.
Recognition

Expenditure on the acquisition, creation or enhancement of Property, 
Plant and Equipment is capitalised on an accruals basis, provided that 
it is probable that the future economic benefits or service potential 
associated with the item will flow to the Authority and the cost of the 
item can be measured reliably.  

Expenditure that maintains but does not add to an asset’s potential to 
deliver future economic benefits or service potential (i.e. repairs and 
maintenance) is charged as an expense when it is incurred. 
Expenditure is treated as revenue expenditure in nature unless the 
expenditure exceeds £10,000. (Exceptions to this would include where 
schemes cross financial years and where we have projects attracting 
specific grant income that must be applied to capital expenditure).

Measurement

Assets are initially measured at cost, comprising:

• The purchase price
• Any costs attributable to brining the asset to the location and 

condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner 
intended by management

• The initial estimate of the costs of dismantling and removing the 
item and restoring the site on which it is located

The Authority does not capitalise borrowing costs incurred whilst assets 
are under construction.

The cost of assets acquired other than by purchase is deemed to be its 
current value, unless the acquisition does not have commercial 
substance (i.e. it will not lead to a variation in the cash flows of the 
Authority). In the latter case, where an asset is acquired via an 
exchange, the cost of the acquisition is the carrying amount of the asset 
given up by the Authority.

Donated assets are measured initially at current value. The difference 
between current value and any consideration paid is credited to the 
Taxation and Non Specific Grant Income line of the Comprehensive 
Income and Expenditure Statement, unless the donation has been 
made conditionally. Until conditions are satisfied, the gain is held in the 
Donated Assets Account. Where gains are credited to the 
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement, they are reversed 
out of the General Fund Balance to the Capital Adjustment Account in 
the Movement in Reserves Statement.
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Assets are then carried in the Balance Sheet using the following 
measurement bases:

• Infrastructure, community assets and assets under construction –
depreciated historical cost

• All other assets – existing use value – Where prices for comparable 
properties are available in an active market, properties are valued at 
market value taking into account the existing use. Where no market 
exists or the property is specialised, current value is measured at 
depreciated replacement cost (DRC).

Assets included in the Balance Sheet at current value are re-valued 
sufficiently regularly to ensure that their carrying amount is not 
materially different from their current value at the year end, but as a 
minimum every five years. Increases in valuations are matched by 
credits to the Revaluation Reserve to recognise unrealised gains 
(Exceptionally, gains might be credited to the Comprehensive Income 
and Expenditure Statement where they arise from the reversal of a loss 
previously charged to a service).

Where decreases in value are identified, they are accounted for by:

• Where there is a balance of revaluation gains for the asset in the 
Revaluation Reserve, the carrying amount of the asset is written 
down against that balance (up to the amount of the accumulated 
gains)

• Where there is no balance in the Revaluation Reserve or an 
insufficient balance, the carrying amount of the asset is written down 
against the relevant service line(s) in the Comprehensive Income 
and Expenditure Statement.

The Revaluation Reserve contains revaluation gains recognised since 
1st April 2007 only, the date of its formal implementation.  Gains arising 
before that date have been consolidated into the Capital Adjustment 
Account.

Impairment

Assets are assessed each year-end as to whether there is any 
indication that an asset may be impaired. Where indications exist and 
any possible differences are estimated to be material, the recoverable 
amount of the asset is estimated and, where this is less than the 
carrying amount of the asset, an impairment loss is recognised for the 
shortfall.

Where impairment losses are identified, they are accounted for by:

• Where there is a balance of revaluation gains for the asset in the 
Revaluation Reserve, the carrying amount of the asset is written 
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down against that balance (up to the amount of the accumulated 
gains).

• Where there is no balance in the Revaluation Reserve or an 
insufficient balance, the carrying amount of the asset is written 
down against the relevant service line(s) in the Comprehensive 
Income and Expenditure Statement.

Where an impairment loss is reversed subsequently, the reversal is 
credited to the relevant service line(s) in the Comprehensive Income 
and Expenditure Statement, up to the amount of the original loss, 
adjusted for depreciation that would have been charged if the loss had 
not been recognised.

Depreciation

Depreciation is provided for on all Property, Plant and Equipment 
assets by the systematic allocation of their depreciable amounts over 
their useful lives. An exception is made for assets without a 
determinable finite useful life (i.e. freehold land and certain Community 
Assets) and assets that are not yet available for use (i.e. assets under 
construction).

Depreciation is calculated on the following bases:

• Dwellings and other buildings – straight line allocation over the 
useful life of the property as estimated by the valuer, ranging 
from 5 up to 100 years

• Vehicles, plant, furniture and equipment – straight line allocation 
ranging from 3 to 25 years

• Infrastructure – straight line allocation ranging from 5 to 100 
years

Where an item of Property, Plant and Equipment asset has major 
components whose cost is significant in relation to the total cost of the 
item, the components are depreciated separately.
The Authority holds one asset containing major components, namely 
Brynsworthy Environment Centre. The valuation of this asset has been 
accounted for separately with different estimated lives and thus been 
depreciated separately within the financial statements.

Revaluation gains are also depreciated, with an amount equal to the 
difference between current value depreciation charged on assets and 
the depreciation that would have been chargeable based on their 
historical cost being transferred each year from the Revaluation 
Reserve to the Capital Adjustment Account.
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Surplus Assets and Disposals

Surplus assets are measured for their economic benefit at fair value 
under IFRS 13. 

When an asset is disposed of or decommissioned, the carrying amount 
of the asset in the Balance Sheet is written off to the Other Operating 
Expenditure line in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement as part of the gain or loss on disposal. Receipts from 
disposals (if any) are credited to the same line in the Comprehensive 
Income and Expenditure Statement also as part of the gain or loss on 
disposal (i.e. netted off against the carrying value of the asset at the 
time of disposal). Any revaluation gains accumulated for the asset in 
the Revaluation Reserve are transferred to the Capital Adjustment 
Account.

Amounts received for a disposal in excess of £10,000 are categorised 
as capital receipts. A proportion of receipts relating to housing 
disposals (75% for dwellings, 50% for land and other assets, net of 
statutory deductions and allowances) is payable to Government. The 
balance of receipts is required to be credited to the Capital Receipts 
Reserve and can then only be used for new capital investment (or set 
aside to reduce the Authority’s underlying need to borrow (the capital 
financing requirement (England and Wales)). Receipts are appropriated 
to the Reserve from the General Fund Balance in the Movement in 
Reserves Statement.

The written off value of disposals is not a charge against council tax, as 
the cost of fixed assets is fully provided for under separate 
arrangements for capital financing. Amounts are appropriated to the 
Capital Adjustment Account from the General Fund Balance in the 
Movement in Reserves Statement.

xx Heritage Assets

Heritage assets are valued at cost, insurance valuation or other 
appropriate methods depending on the nature of the asset.

The Authority’s Heritage Assets are held in the Authority’s Museum and 
surrounding grounds. The Museum has a number of collections of 
heritage assets, which are held in support of the primary objective of 
the Authority’s Museum, ie increasing the knowledge, understanding 
and appreciation of the Authority’s history and local area.

Heritage Assets are recognised and measured (including the treatment 
of revaluation gains and losses) in accordance with the Authority’s 
accounting policies on property, plant and equipment. However, some 
of the measurement rules are relaxed in relation to heritage assets as 
detailed below. The Authority’s collections of heritage assets are 
deemed to have indeterminate lives hence the Authority does not 
consider it appropriate to charge depreciation.
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The carrying amount of heritage assets are reviewed where there is 
evidence of impairment for heritage assets, eg where an item has 
suffered physical deterioration or breakage or where doubts arise to its 
authenticity. Any impairment is recognised and measured in 
accordance with the Authority’s general policies on impairment – see 
above note on property, plant and equipment in this summary of 
significant accounting policies. The Museum may occasionally dispose 
of heritage assets that have a doubtful provenance or are unsuitable for 
public display. The proceeds of such items are accounted for in 
accordance with the Authority’s general provisions relating to the 
disposal of property, plant and equipment.

xxi. Provisions, Contingent Liabilities And Contingent Assets

Provisions

Provisions are made where an event has taken place that gives the 
Authority a legal or constructive obligation that probably requires 
settlement by a transfer of economic benefits or service potential and a 
reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation. For 
instance, the Authority may be involved in a court case that could 
eventually result in the making of a settlement or the payment of 
compensation.

Provisions are charged as an expense to the appropriate service line in 
the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement in the year that 
the Authority becomes aware of the obligation and are measured at the 
best estimate at the balance sheet date of the expenditure required to 
settle the obligation, taking into account relevant risks and 
uncertainties.

When payments are eventually made, they are charged to the provision 
carried in the Balance Sheet.  Estimated settlements are reviewed at 
the end of each financial year – where it becomes less than probable 
that a transfer or economic benefits will now be required (or a lower 
settlement than anticipated is made), the provision is reversed and 
credited back to the relevant service.

Where some or all of the payment required to settle a provision is 
expected to be recovered from another party (e.g. from an insurance 
claim), this is only recognised as income for the relevant service if it is 
virtually certain that reimbursement will be received if the Authority 
settles the obligation.

Contingent Liabilities

A contingent liability arises where an event has taken place that gives 
the Authority a possible obligation whose existence will only be 
confirmed by the occurrence or otherwise of uncertain future events not 
wholly within the control of the Authority. Contingent liabilities also arise 
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in circumstances where a provision would otherwise be made but either 
it is not probable that an outflow of resources will be required or the 
amount of the obligation cannot be measured reliably.

Contingent liabilities are not recognised in the Balance Sheet but 
disclosed in a note to the accounts.

Contingent Assets

A contingent asset arises where an event has taken place that gives 
the Authority a possible asset whose existence will only be confirmed 
by the occurrence or otherwise of uncertain future events not wholly 
within the control of the Authority.

Contingent assets are not recognised in the Balance Sheet but 
disclosed in a note to the accounts where it is probable that there will 
be an inflow of economic benefits or service potential.

xxii. Reserves

The Authority sets aside specific amounts as reserves for future policy 
purposes or to cover contingencies. Reserves are created by 
appropriating amounts out of the General Fund Balance in the 
Movement in Reserves Statement.

When expenditure to be financed from a reserve is incurred, it is 
charged to the appropriate service in that year to score against the 
Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of Services in the Comprehensive 
Income and Expenditure Statement. The reserve is then appropriated 
back into the General Fund Balance in the Movement in Reserves 
Statement so that there is no net charge against council tax for the 
expenditure.

Certain reserves are kept to manage the accounting processes for non 
current assets, financial instruments, retirement and employee benefits 
and do not represent usable resources for the Authority – these 
reserves are explained in the relevant policies.

xxiii. Revenue Expenditure Funded From Capital Under Statute

Expenditure incurred during the year that may be capitalised under 
statutory provisions but that does not result in the creation of a non 
current asset has been charged as expenditure to the relevant service 
in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement in the year. 
Where the Authority has determined to meet the cost of this 
expenditure from existing capital resources or by borrowing, a transfer 
in the Movement in Reserves Statement from the General Fund 
Balance to the Capital Adjustment Account then reverses out the 
amounts charged so that there is no impact on the level of council tax.
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xxiv. VAT

VAT payable is included as an expense only to the extent that it is not 
recoverable from Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs. VAT receivable 
is excluded from income.

xxv. Minimum Revenue Provision

The Prudential code requires that all capital expenditure is financed by 
a credit to the Capital Adjustment Account.  If funding is not immediately 
available then a capital financing requirement (CFR) arises.

Essentially the CFR has to be mitigated over time on a prudent basis by 
making a “minimum revenue provision”. This is a charge to the General 
Fund made from the “Adjustments between Accounting Basis and 
Funding Basis under Regulation” and the Capital Adjustment account.
The basis of estimation adopted by the Authority comprises of the 
following elements:

1. Finance leases have the capital financing applied on a time value for 
money basis over the life of the lease contract.

2. All other assets that are not finance leases have their capital 
financing calculated on a straight line basis over the life of the asset.
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2. EXPENDITURE & FUNDING ANALYSIS

The objective of the Expenditure and Funding Analysis is to demonstrate to 
council Tax payers how the funding available to the Authority (ie. Government 
grants, council tax and business rates) for the year has been used in providing 
services in comparison with those resources consumed or earned by the 
Authority in accordance with generally accepted accounting practices.  The 
Expenditure and Funding Analysis also shows how this expenditure is 
allocated for decision making purposes between the Authority’s service areas.  
Income and expenditure accounted for under generally accepted practices is 
presented more fully in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement.
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£000 £000 £000 £000 £000
Customer Focus 2,639 0 2,639 698 3,337
Environmental Enhancement 3,697 0 3,697 2,927 6,624
Governance 1,756 0 1,756 282 2,038
Organisational Development 346 0 346 34 380
Place, Property, Regeneration (1,763) 306 (1,457) 1,594 137
Planning, Housing, Health 1,423 0 1,423 746 2,169
Programme Management 138 0 138 22 160
Corporate Services 1,866 0 1,866 (548) 1,318
Net Cost of Services 10,102 306 10,408 5,755 16,163
Other Income & Expenditure (10,795) 3,747 (7,048) (6,898) (13,946)
(Surplus) or Deficit (693) 4,053 3,360 (1,143) 2,217
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£000 £000 £000 £000 £000
Customer Focus 2,140 0 2,140 914 3,054
Environmental Enhancement 2,810 0 2,810 2,867 5,677
Governance 1,522 0 1,522 323 1,845
Organisational Development 292 0 292 44 336
Place, Property, Regeneration (480) (93) (573) 2,570 1,997
Planning, Housing, Health
Programme Management

1,035
(141)

0
0

1,035
(141)

664
2

1,699
(139)

Corporate Services 1,535 0 1,535 (583) 952
Net Cost of Services 8,713 (93) 8,620 6,801 15,421
Other Income & Expenditure (9,317) 2,526 (6,792) (6,545 (13,337)
(Surplus) or Deficit (604) 2,433 1,828 256 2,084
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3. NOTE TO THE EXPENDITURE & FUNDING ANALYSIS

This note explains the main adjustments from net expenditure chargeable to 
the general fund balances to arrive at the amounts in the Comprehensive 
Income and Expenditure Statement.

2022/23
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£000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000
Customer Focus 0 0 0 0 139 558 (1) 696
Environmental Enhancement 0 0 0 0 1,885 1,044 (2) 2,927
Governance 0 0 0 0 42 240 (1) 281
Organisational Development 0 0 0 0 0 36 0 36
Place, Property, 
Regeneration

306 0 0 306 1,200 395 (2) 1,593

Planning, Housing, Health 0 0 0 0 103 646 (2) 747
Programme Management 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 22
Corporate Services 0 0 0 0 0 (548) 0 (548)
Net Cost of Services 306 0 0 306 3,369 2,393 (8) 5,754
Other Income & Expenditure (306) 3,360 693 3,747 (4,633) 1,640 (3,904) (6,897)
(Surplus) or Deficit 0 3,360 693 4,053 (1,264) 4,033 (3,912) (1,143)
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£000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000
Customer Focus 0 0 0 0 238 676 0 914
Environmental Enhancement 0 0 0 0 1,642 1,225 (1) 2,866
Governance 0 0 0 0 46 277 0 323
Organisational Development 0 0 0 0 0 45 0 45
Place, Property, 
Regeneration

(93) 0 0 (93) 2,114 457 (1) 2,570

Planning, Housing, Health 0 0 0 0 (189) 854 (1) 664
Programme Management 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2
Corporate Services 0 0 0 0 0 (583) 0 (583)
Net Cost of Services (93) 0 0 (93) 3,851 2,953 (3) 6,801
Other Income & Expenditure 93 1,828 605 2,526 (3,806) 1,474 (4,213) (6,545)
(Surplus) or Deficit 0 1,828 605 2,433 45 4,427 (4,216) 256

(a) The authority includes investment properties in Place, Property and 
Regeneration Head of Service area, however, this is reported in the financial 
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statements under Financing and investment income and expenditure below 
cost of services and therefore, this table shows the item being reallocated.

(b) The authority makes in-year transfers to/from Earmarked Reserves and 
General Reserve.

(c) The in-year net surplus is transferred to Earmarked Reserves (See Narrative 
Report) for details

(d) In general this column adds in depreciation, impairments and revaluation gains 
and losses.  It also adjusts for capital disposals with a transfer of the income 
on the disposal and the amounts written-off.  Minimum Revenue Provision 
(MRP) is deducted because it is not chargeable under generally accepted 
practices.  Adjustments are also made to recognise capital grant income.

(e) This shows which lines have been affected by the removal of pension 
contributions and replaced with IAS 19 debits and credits.

(f) This column includes timing differences for debits and credits relating to 
premiums or discounts on debt settlement and variations in the amount 
chargeable for NDR and Council Tax under statute and the Code.

4. ACCOUNTING STANDARDS THAT HAVE BEEN ISSUED BUT HAVE NOT 
YET BEEN ADOPTED

The Code of Practice requires that the Authority discloses information relating 
to the impact of an accounting change that will be required by a new standard 
that has been issued but not yet adopted. The requirement applies to 
accounting standards that come into effect for financial years commencing on 
or before 1 January of the financial year in question (i.e. on or before 1 
January 2023 for 2022/23). 

Previously, IFRS 16 Leases in the Public Sector was due to be implemented 
from April 2022. However, following a late emergency consultation to help 
alleviate delays to the publication of audited financial statements, 
CIPFA/LASAAC recommended the deferral of the implementation of IFRS 16 
Leases in the Public Sector for a further two years until the 2024/25 financial 
year, with an effective date of 1 April 2024. This will require lessees to 
recognise assets subject to leases as right-of-use assets on their balance 
sheet, along with corresponding lease liabilities (there are exceptions for low-
value and short-term leases). This was considered and supported by the 
Government’s Financial Reporting Advisory Board (FRAB). As a result the 
Council has not implemented IFRS16, we have not undertaken an initial 
assessment of the implications, but will do so prior to the implementation on 
1s April 2024.

Under the new standard, where leases are material they would be treated as a 
Finance lease rather than an Operating lease, where the asset would be 
bought onto the Balance Sheet with a corresponding liability, the asset and 
liability would reduce over the life of the asset with a charge to the "Income 
and Expenditure account" (I&E) in the form of a "Minimum Revenue Provision" 
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(MRP) charge, this MRP charge would replace the operating leases charge to 
the I&E.

5. CRITICAL JUDGEMENTS IN APPLYING ACCOUNTING POLICIES

In applying the accounting policies set out in Note 1. above, the Authority has 
had to make certain judgements about complex transactions or those involving 
uncertainty about future events.  The critical judgements made in the 
Statement of Accounts are:

• There is a high degree of uncertainty about future levels of funding for local 
government.  However, the Authority has determined that this uncertainty 
is not yet sufficient to provide an indication that the assets of the Authority 
might be impaired as a result of a need to close facilities and reduce levels 
of service provision.

6. ASSUMPTIONS MADE ABOUT THE FUTURE AND OTHER MAJOR 
SOURCES OF ESTIMATION UNCERTAINTY

The Statement of Accounts contains estimated figures that are based on 
assumptions made by the Authority about the future or that are otherwise 
uncertain.  Estimates are made taking into account historical experience, 
current trends and other relevant factors.  However, because balances cannot 
be determined with certainty, actual results could be materially different from 
the assumptions and estimates.

The items in the Authority’s Balance Sheet at 31st March 2023 for which there 
is a significant risk of material adjustment in the forthcoming financial year are 
as follows:

Item Uncertainties Effect if actual results differ from 
assumptions

Property, 
Plant and 
Equipment

Assets are depreciated over useful 
lives that are dependent on 
assumptions about the level of 
repairs and maintenance that will be 
incurred in relation to individual 
assets.  The current economic 
climate makes it uncertain that the 
Authority will be able to sustain its 
current spending on repairs and 
maintenance, bringing into doubt the 
useful lives assigned to assets.

Asset values are based upon market 
prices, and are periodically reviewed 
to ensure the Council does not 
materially misstate its non-current & 
investment assets. The Council's 
Valuers provided valuations as at 
31st March 2023.

If the useful life of assets is 
reduced, depreciation increases 
and the carrying amount of the 
assets fall.

A reduction in the estimated 
valuations would result in 
reductions to the revaluation 
reserve, and/or a loss recorded as 
appropriate to the Comprehensive 
Income and Expenditure 
statement. The net book value of 
assets subject to potential 
revaluation is £112m. If the 
valuations on these assets were to 
reduce/increase by 10% there 
would be a movement on the 
revaluation reserve or 
Comprehensive Income and 
Expenditure statement of £11.2m.
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Item Uncertainties Effect if actual results differ from 
assumptions

Property 
Plant and 
Equipment 
and 
Investment 
Properties

The Covid-19 pandemic has had a 
global impact on financial markets. 
This makes judgements around 
valuations much more challenging 
as the previous market evidence 
which is used to inform valuations is 
less reliable given the substantially 
increased market uncertainty.

The effects of Brexit and coming 
out of the Pandemic can be 
clearly seen in terms of the 
budgetary and cost pressures on 
the construction industry. The 
BCIS demonstrate a clear 
implication of this on build costs 
which have risen over 10% in the 
preceding 12 months.

The continued inflationary 
pressures on the economy have 
potential to put further upward 
pressure on costs of materials 
and labour.

There is also pressure on the 
construction labour force, with 
skill shortages in certain key 
areas i.e. Carpentry, and the 
ongoing number of COVID cases, 
reduces staff availability in the 
sector further.

We are experiencing these 
pressures first hand with the 
current projects we are actively 
involved in i.e. Ilfracombe 
Watersports, Barnstaple future 
High Street Fund.

A significant number of our 
assets, including those within our 
top 20 assets, are valued on a 
DRC basis, and are therefore 
subject to the uncertainty of rising 
costs. We have made realistic 
allowances for the cost pressures 
within our valuation process.
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Item Uncertainties Effect if actual results differ from 
assumptions

Pensions 
Liability

Estimation of the net liability to pay 
pensions depends on a number of 
complex judgements relating to the 
discount rate used, the rate at which 
salaries are projected to increase, 
changes in retirement ages, mortality 
rates and expected returns on 
pension fund assets.  A firm of 
consulting actuaries is engaged to 
provide the Authority with expert 
advice about the assumptions to be 
applied.

The effects on the net pensions 
liability of changes in individual 
assumptions can be measured.  
For instance, a 0.1% increase in 
the discount rate assumption would 
result in a decrease in the pension 
liability by £1.4m, and a 0.5% 
increase in the discount rate 
assumption would result in a 
decrease in the pension liability by 
£6.9m.

A 1 year increase in longevity rates 
would increase the pension liability 
by £4.1m.

However, the assumptions interact 
in complex ways. 

Pension 
Assets

The value of pension assets is 
estimated based upon information 
available at the Balance Sheet date, 
but these valuations may be earlier 
than the Balance Sheet date. 

The Devon County Pension Fund, of 
which North Devon District Council is 
an admitted body, holds investments 
in property. The Devon County 
Pension Fund property assets 
attributable to North Devon District 
Council account for £7.368m (9%) of 
total assets. 

The Council receives income from 
business rates which forms part of 
its funding of its revenue budget. 
Due to the uncertain impact of 
Covid-19 on businesses and 
potential rateable value appeals it is 
possible that current assumptions 
may not be fully accurate.

The actual valuations at the 
Balance Sheet date, which may not 
be available until some time later, 
may give a different value of 
pension assets, but this difference 
is not considered to be material.

Business 
Rates -
Arrears

At 31st March 2023, the Authority 
had a balance of sundry debtors of 
£3.732m.  A review of significant 
balances suggested that an 
impairment of doubtful debtors of 
34.60% (£1.291m) was appropriate.  

If collection rates were to 
deteriorate, a doubling of the 
amount of the impairment of 
doubtful debts would require an 
additional £1.291m to set aside as 
an allowance.
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Item Uncertainties Effect if actual results differ from 
assumptions

However, in the current economic 
climate and the uncertainties with 
COVID-19, it is not certain that such 
an allowance would be sufficient.

This list does not include assets and liabilities that are carried at fair value 
based on a recently observed market price.

7. EVENTS AFTER THE BALANCE SHEET DATE

The Statement of Accounts was authorised for issue by the Director of 
Resources and Deputy Chief Executive on 8th June 2023. Events taking place 
after this date are not reflected in the financial statements or notes. Where 
events taking place before this date provided information about conditions 
existing at 31st March 2023, the figures in the financial statements and notes 
have been adjusted in all material respects to reflect the impact of this 
information.
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8. EXPENDITURE AND INCOME ANALYSED BY NATURE

The authority’s expenditure and income is analysed as follows:

2021/22
£000

2022/23
£000

Expenditure
18,817 Employee Benefits 19,826
15,085 Other Service Expenses 15,233
17,973 Housing Benefit Payments 17,221

1,487 Interest Payments 1,701
2,471 Precepts & Levies 2,691
5,442 Capital Financing 6,296

2 Loss on Disposal of Non Current Asset 0
61,277 Total Expenditure 62,968

Income
(9,271) Council Tax (Incl Parish Precepts) (9,781)
(4,913) Non Domestic Rates (5,137)
(1,730) Non Specific Government Grants (2,097)

(10,234) Other Government Grants (8,589)
(17,448) Housing Benefit Subsidy (16,877)

(23) Interest & Investment income (297)
(2,605) Other Grants (2,320)

(12,691) Receipts (15,279)
(278) Gain on Disposal of Non Current Asset (374)

(59,193) Total Income (60,751)

2,084 (surplus)/Deficit on provision of 
services

2,217

9. SEGMENT REPORTING

Income received on a segmental basis is analysed:

2021/22
£000

2022/23
£000

(343) Customer Focus (290)
(3,517) Environmental Enhancement (3,893)

(182) Governance (154)
(29) Organisational Development (14)

(5,230) Place, Property, Regeneration (7,059)
(3,387) Planning, Housing, Health (3,864)

0 Programme Management 0
(3) Corporate Services (5)

(12,691) Total analysed on a segmental basis (15,279)
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10. ADJUSTMENTS BETWEEN ACCOUNTING BASIS AND FUNDING BASIS 
UNDER REGULATIONS

This note details the adjustments that are made to the total comprehensive 
income and expenditure recognised by the Authority in the year in accordance 
with proper accounting practice to the resources that are specified by statutory 
provisions as being available to the Authority to meet future capital and 
revenue expenditure.

2022/23

General 
Fund 

Balance 
£000

Capital 
Receipts 
Reserve 

£000

Capital 
Grants 

Unapplied 
£000

Total 
Usable  

Reserves 
£000

Unusable 
Reserves 

£000

Total 
Authority 
Reserves 

£000
Adjustments primarily 
involving the Capital 
Adjustment Account:
Reversal of items debited 
or credited to the 
Comprehensive Income & 
Expenditure Statement:
Charges for depreciation and 
impairment of non current 
assets

3,243 0 0 3,243 (3,243) 0

Revaluation (Gain)/loss on 
Property Plant and 
Equipment

1,522 0 0 1,522 (1,522) 0

Movements in the fair value 
of Investment Properties

(431) 0 0 (431) 431 0

Amortisation of intangible 
assets

69 0 0 69 (69) 0

Revenue expenditure funded 
from capital under statute

0 0 0 0 0 0

Amounts of non current 
assets written off on disposal 
or sale as part of the 
gain/loss on disposal

0 0 0 0 0 0

Insertion of items not 
debited or credited to the 
Comprehensive Income & 
Expenditure Statement:
Statutory provision for the 
financing of capital 
investment

(842) 0 0 (842) 842 0

Capital expenditure charged 
against the General Fund

(2,987) 0 0 (2,987) 2,987 0

Adjustments primarily 
involving the Capital 
Grants Unapplied Account:
Capital grants and 
contributions unapplied 
credited to the 
Comprehensive Income and 
Expenditure Statement

(5,346) 0 5,346 0 0 0

Application of grants to 
capital financing transferred 
to Capital Adjustment 
Account

3,882 0 (3,882) 0 0 0

Adjustments primarily 
involving the Capital 
Receipts Reserve:
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2022/23

General 
Fund 

Balance 
£000

Capital 
Receipts 
Reserve 

£000

Capital 
Grants 

Unapplied 
£000

Total 
Usable  

Reserves 
£000

Unusable 
Reserves 

£000

Total 
Authority 
Reserves 

£000
Transfer of cash sale 
proceeds credited as part of 
the gain/loss on disposal to 
the Comprehensive Income 
and Expenditure Statement

(373) 373 0 0 0 0

Use of the Capital Receipts 
Reserve to finance new 
capital expenditure

0 (253) 0 (253) 253 0

Contribution from the Capital 
Receipts Reserve to finance 
the payments to the 
Government capital receipts 
pool

0 0 0 0 0 0

Transfer from Deferred 
Capital Receipts Reserve 
upon receipt of cash

0 0 0 0 0 0

Adjustments primarily 
involving the Pensions 
Reserve:
Reversal of items relating to 
retirement benefits debited or 
credited to the 
Comprehensive Income and 
Expenditure Statement

6,799 0 0 6,799 (6,799) 0

Employer’s pensions 
contributions and direct 
payments to pensioners 
payable in the year

(2,766) 0 0 (2,766) 2,766 0

Adjustments primarily 
involving the Collection 
Fund Adjustment Account:
Amount by which council tax 
income credited is different 
from council tax income 
calculated for the year in 
accordance with statutory 
requirements

(277) 0 0 (277) 277 0

Amount by which business 
rate income credited is 
different from business rate 
income calculated for the 
year in accordance with 
statutory requirements

(3,627) 0 0 (3,627) 3,627 0

Adjustment primarily 
involving the Accumulated 
Absences Account:
Amount by which officer 
remuneration charged on an 
accruals basis is different 
from the remuneration 
chargeable in the year in 
accordance with statutory 
requirements 

(8) 0 0 (8) 8 0

Total Adjustments (1,142) 120 1,464 442 (442) 0
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2021/22

General 
Fund 

Balance 
£000

Capital 
Receipts 
Reserve 

£000

Capital 
Grants 

Unapplied 
£000

Total 
Usable  

Reserves 
£000

Unusable 
Reserves 

£000

Total 
Authority 
Reserves 

£000
Adjustments primarily 
involving the Capital 
Adjustment Account:
Reversal of items debited 
or credited to the 
Comprehensive Income & 
Expenditure Statement:
Charges for depreciation and 
impairment of non current 
assets

2,827 0 0 2,827 (2,827) 0

Revaluation (Gain)/loss on 
Property Plant and 
Equipment

771 0 0 771 (771) 0

Movements in the fair value 
of Investment Properties

253 0 0 253 (253) 0

Amortisation of intangible 
assets

115 0 0 115 (115) 0

Revenue expenditure funded 
from capital under statute

0 0 0 0 0 0

Amounts of non current 
assets written off on disposal 
or sale as part of the 
gain/loss on disposal

2 0 0 2 (2) 0

Insertion of items not 
debited or credited to the 
Comprehensive Income & 
Expenditure Statement:
Statutory provision for the 
financing of capital 
investment

(514) 0 0 (514) 514 0

Capital expenditure charged 
against the General Fund

(3,269) 0 0 (3,269) 3,269 0

Adjustments primarily 
involving the Capital 
Grants Unapplied Account:
Capital grants and 
contributions unapplied 
credited to the 
Comprehensive Income and 
Expenditure Statement

(3,267) 0 3,267 0 0 0

Application of grants to 
capital financing transferred 
to Capital Adjustment 
Account

3,404 0 (3,404) 0 0 0

involving the Capital 
Receipts Reserve:

Adjustm
ents 

primarily
Transfer of cash sale 
proceeds credited as part of 
the gain/loss on disposal to 
the Comprehensive Income 
and Expenditure Statement

(278) 278 0 0 0 0

Use of the Capital Receipts 
Reserve to finance new 
capital expenditure

0 (278) 0 (278) 278 0
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2021/22

General 
Fund 

Balance 
£000

Capital 
Receipts 
Reserve 

£000

Capital 
Grants 

Unapplied 
£000

Total 
Usable  

Reserves 
£000

Unusable 
Reserves 

£000

Total 
Authority 
Reserves 

£000
Contribution from the Capital 
Receipts Reserve to finance 
the payments to the 
Government capital receipts 
pool

0 0 0 0 0 0

Transfer from Deferred 
Capital Receipts Reserve 
upon receipt of cash

0 0 0 0 0 0

Adjustments primarily 
involving the Pensions 
Reserve:
Reversal of items relating to 
retirement benefits debited or 
credited to the 
Comprehensive Income and 
Expenditure Statement

7,100 0 0 7,100 (7,100) 0

Employer’s pensions 
contributions and direct 
payments to pensioners 
payable in the year

(2,673) 0 0 (2,673) 2,673 0

Adjustments primarily 
involving the Collection 
Fund Adjustment Account:
Amount by which council tax 
income credited is different 
from council tax income 
calculated for the year in 
accordance with statutory 
requirements

(61) 0 0 (61) 61 0

Amount by which business 
rate income credited is 
different from business rate 
income calculated for the 
year in accordance with 
statutory requirements

(4,152) 0 0 (4,152) 4,152 0

Adjustment primarily 
involving the Accumulated 
Absences Account:
Amount by which officer 
remuneration charged on an 
accruals basis is different 
from the remuneration 
chargeable in the year in 
accordance with statutory 
requirements 

(3) 0 0 (3) 3 0

Total Adjustments 255 0 (137) 118 (118) 0
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11. TRANSFER TO/FROM EARMARKED RESERVES

This note sets out the amounts set aside from the General Fund balances in 
earmarked reserves to provide financing for future expenditure plans and the 
amounts posted back from earmarked reserves to meet General Fund 
expenditure in 2022/23.

Balance 
at 31st

March 
2021
£000

Transfers
Out

2021/22
£000

Transfers
In 

2021/22
£000

Balanc
e at 31st

March 
2022
£000

Transfers
Out

2022/23
£000

Transfers
In 

2022/23
£000

Balance 
at 31st

March 
2023
£000

Repairs Fund 797 (535) 1,085 1,347 (530) 1,136 1,953
Collection Fund 
(Business 
Rates)

9,810 (8,505) 4,417 5,722 (4,923) 541 1,340

Budget 
Management

375 0 561 936 (936) 815 815

Homes for 
Ukraine

0 0 0 0 0 528 528

Office 
Technology

224 (21) 121 324 (191) 308 441

Crematorium 
Equipment 
Replacement

297 0 60 357 0 60 417

Capital Funding 397 (14) 0 383 0 0 383
Transformation 243 0 80 323 (8) 0 315
Crematorium 
Capital Works

231 0 0 231 (10) 69 290

Treasury 
Management

0 0 0 0 0 275 275

Local Plans 156 0 100 256 0 0 256
Community 
Housing Fund

468 (50) 46 464 (254) 0 210

Vehicle Tender 0 0 133 133 0 75 208
Digital 
Transformation

144 (57) 95 182 (20) 40 202

Flexible 
Homelessness 
Support

313 (35) 67 345 (143) 0 202

Regeneration 
Projects

0 0 0 0 0 200 200

Rough Sleeper 
Initiative

129 0 61 190 (3) 8 195

Corporate 
Property 
Management 
Initiative

0 0 169 169 0 0 169

Corporate 
Property 
income volatility

0 0 75 75 0 75 150

Economic 
Development

236 (44) 25 217 (88) 20 149

C Tax Support 
Scheme

142 (28) 62 176 (27) 0 149

Strategic 
Contingency

144 0 0 144 (12) 0 132
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Balance 
at 31st

March 
2021
£000

Transfers
Out

2021/22
£000

Transfers
In 

2021/22
£000

Balanc
e at 31st

March 
2022
£000

Transfers
Out

2022/23
£000

Transfers
In 

2022/23
£000

Balance 
at 31st

March 
2023
£000

Planning Health 
and Housing 
Employees

0 0 0 0 0 120 120

Programme 
Delivery

0 0 125 125 (9) 0 116

ICT Cyber 
Treatment

0 0 150 150 (35) 0 115

Tarka Tennis 
Surface 
Replacement

84 0 13 97 0 13 110

District Council 
Election

25 0 25 50 (8) 66 108

Project Man 
Performance 
(Levelling up)

0 0 149 149 (44) 0 105

Vehicles 
Renewals

305 (123) 0 182 (98) 0 84

Environmental 
Initiatives

50 (1) 0 49 (3) 37 83

Leisure Centre 
Replacement

141 (27) 0 114 (33) 0 81

Insurance 0 0 0 0 0 80 80
Covid Toilet 
Cleaning

0 0 150 150 (78) 0 72

Watersports 
Centre

158 (114) 0 44 (64) 86 66

New Homes 
Bonus

131 (66) 0 65 0 0 65

UK Shared 
Prosperity Fund

0 0 0 0 0 63 63

Economic 
Financial 
Hardship

30 0 37 67 (60) 41 48

Food Safety 0 0 67 67 (42) 0 25
Self Build & 
Custom 
Housebuild

72 (2) 0 70 (59) 0 11

Planning 
Inquiries

170 (100) 0 70 (63) 0 7

Development 
Control

16 0 84 100 (99) 0 1

Building Control 18 0 32 50 (50) 0 0
Collection Fund 
(Council Tax)

106 0 0 106 (106) 0 0

Other Reserves 
(balances less 
than £50,000)

938 (418) 323 843 (262) 214 795

Total 16,350 (10,140) 8,312 14,522 (8,258) 4,870 11,134
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The following table shows the purpose of each reserve with a balance at 31st March 
2023 over £0.250m:

Repairs Fund Maintenance of council assets
Collection Fund (Business Rates) To deal with the timing impacts of the Collection Fund 

(Business Rates transactions)
Budget Management Ongoing budget pressures
Homes for Ukraine Re-homing
Office Technology ICT Infrastructure, Bank-up and End User Assets
Crematorium Equipment Replace Cremators and Filtration Equipment
Capital Funding Reserve Future capital schemes
Transformation NDC Transformation Programme
Crematorium Capital Works Capital Projects at the Crematorium
Treasury Management Fluctuations in Interest Rates
Local Plan Production of the Local Plan

12. OTHER OPERATING EXPENDITURE

2021/22
£000s

2022/23
£000s

2,442 Parish council precepts 2,663
29 Levies 28

0 Payments to the Government Housing Capital Receipts Pool 0
(277) (Gains)/losses on the disposal of non current assets (373)
2,194 Total 2,318

13. FINANCING AND INVESTMENT INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

2021/22
£000s

2022/23
£000s

12 Interest payable and similar charges 60
1,474 Pensions interest cost and expected return on pensions assets 1,640

(19) Interest receivable and similar income (294)
93 Income and expenditure in relation to investment properties and 

changes in their fair value
(306)

1,560 Total 1,100

14. TAXATION AND NON SPECIFIC GRANT INCOMES

2021/22
£000s

2022/23
£000s

(9,271) Council tax income (9,781)
(4,913) Non domestic rates (5,136)
(1,001) Covid Support from MHCLG 0
(2,581) Covid Business Support Grants Income 0

2,544 Covid Business Support Grants Expenditure 0
(1,869)

0
Non ring fenced government grants
CTS grant paid to parishes

(2,447)
0

(17,091) Total (17,364)
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15. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

Movements in 2022/23
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GBV or Valuation
At 1st April 2022 93,805 8,155 0 304 373 14,862 891 118,390
Additions 840 237 0 0 3 4,374 556 6,010
Donations 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Revaluation 
increases/(decreases) 
recognised in the 
Revaluation Reserve

7,628 0 0 0 0 0 0 7,628

Revaluation 
increases/(decreases) 
recognised in the 
Surplus/Deficit on the 
Provision of Services

(1,284) 0 0 0 (99) 0 0 (1,383)

De-recognition on 
revaluations

(2,450) 0 0 0 0 0 0 (2,450)

De-recognition –
disposals

0 (289) 0 0 0 0 0 (289)

Other movements in cost 
or valuation

13,546 0 0 0 0 (14,859) 0 (1,313)

At 31st March 2023
112,085 8,103 0 304 277 4,377 1,447 126,593

Accumulated 
Depreciation and 
Impairment
At 1st April 2022 214 6,107 0 0 0 0 0 6,321
Depreciation charge 2,410 627 0 0 0 0 136 3,173
De-recognition on 
revaluations

(2,450) 0 0 0 0 0 0 (2,450)

Provision of Services 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
De-recognition –
disposals

0 (288) 0 0 0 0 0 (288)

At 31st March 2023 174 6,446 0 0 0 0 136 6,756

Net Book Value
At 31st March 2022 93,591 2,048 0 304 373 14,862 891 112,069
At 31st March 2023 111,911 1,657 0 304 277 4,377 1,311 119,837

(*) In accordance with the temporary relief offered by the update to the CIPFA Code on 
Infrastructure assets, the PPE note doesn’t include disclosure of gross cost and accumulated 
depreciation for Infrastructure assets because historical reporting practices and resultant 
information deficits mean that this would not faithfully represent the asset position to the 
users of the financial Statements.
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Infrastructure Assets

£000
Opening Net Book Value 1st April 2022 2,006
Revaluation Increase / (Decrease) 82
Depreciation (70)
Closing Net Book Value 2,018
Net Book Value of PPE excluding Infrastructure Asset 119,837
Total net book value of PPE on the balance sheet as at 31st March 2023 121,855

Movements in 2021/22
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GBV or Valuation
At 1st April 2021 81,616 9,816 2,310 304 373 4,154 0 98,573
Additions 9,225 260 0 0 0 10,708 891 21,084
Donations 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Revaluation 
increases/(decreases) 
recognised in the 
Revaluation Reserve

5,844 0 107 0 0 0 0 5,951

Revaluation 
increases/(decreases) 
recognised in the 
Surplus/Deficit on the 
Provision of Services

(884) (10) 0 0 0 0 0 (894)

De-recognition on 
revaluations

(1,996) (11) (388) 0 0 0 0 (2,395)

De-recognition –
disposals

0 (1,900) 0 0 0 0 0 (1,900)

Other movements in cost 
or valuation

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

At 31st March 2022 93,805 8,155 2,029 304 373 14,862 891 120,419

Accumulated 
Depreciation and 
Impairment
At 1st April 2021 323 7,142 345 0 0 0 0 7,810
Depreciation charge 1,887 874 66 0 0 0 0 2,827
De-recognition on 
revaluations

(1,996) (11) (388) 0 0 0 0 (2,395)

Provision of Services 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
De-recognition –
disposals

0 (1,898) 0 0 0 0 0 (1,898)

At 31st March 2022 214 6,107 23 0 0 0 0 6,344

Net Book Value
At 31st March 2021 81,293 2,674 1,965 304 373 4,154 0 90,763
At 31st March 2022 93,591 2,048 2,006 304 373 14,862 891 114,075
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Capital Commitments

At 31st March 2023, the Authority has the following capital commitments:
• Ilfracombe Water Sports Centre £425,589

2021/22 commitments were £4,173,261.
• Ilfracombe Water Sports Centre £1,826,084
• Leisure Provision Seven Brethren £2,347,177
Property, Plant and Equipment Revaluations

The Authority carries out a rolling programme that ensures all surplus assets 
are measured at Fair Value and that all other classes of assets within 
Property, Plant and Equipment are measured at Current Value.  All Other 
Land and Buildings are revalued at least every five years.  

All valuations were carried out internally by Natalie Hayes BSc (Hons) MRICS 
Estates Officer and Helen Bond BSc (Hons) MRICS Estates Officer, as at 31st

March each year.

Valuations of land and buildings were carried out in accordance with the 
methodologies and bases for estimation set out in the professional standards 
of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors.  The last valuation was carried 
out as at 31st March 2023.

Other Land and Buildings 
£000

Valued at Historic Cost 0
Valued at fair value as at:
31st March 2023 112,085
31st March 2022 0
31st March 2021 0
31st March 2020 0
1st April 2018 0

Total 112,085

Other Categories of PPE are not shown above.

16. HERITAGE ASSETS

31st March 
2022

£000

31st March 
2023

£000

Valuation 923 923

The above heritage assets are reported in the Balance Sheet at insurance 
valuation, which is based on market values.  Further information on the above 
collections is detailed in notes 46 and 47.
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17. INVESTMENT PROPERTIES

The following items of income and expense have been accounted for in the 
Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line in the Comprehensive 
Income and Expenditure Statement:

2021/22
£000

2022/23
£000

Rental income from investment 
property

(346) (373)

Direct operating expenses arising 
from investment property

185 293

Net gain/(loss) (161) (80)

There are no restrictions on the Authority’s ability to realise the value inherent 
in its investment property or on the Authority’s right to the remittance of 
income and the proceeds of disposal.  The Authority has no contractual 
obligations to purchase, construct or develop investment property or repairs, 
maintenance or enhancement.

The following table summarises the movements in the fair value of investment 
properties over the year:

2021/22
£000

2022/23
£000

Balance at start of year 5,098 4,923

Additions:
• Construction 78 95

Disposals 0 0
Net gains/(losses) from fair value 
adjustments

(253) 431

Transfers:
• To/from Property, Plant and 

Equipment
0 (267)

Other changes (IFRS re-statement -
from assets held for disposal)

0 0

Balance at the end of the year 4,923 5,182

Revaluations

The Authority ensures that all Investment Properties are measured at fair 
value and revalued every year.  All valuations were carried out externally by
Charlotte Luckett MRICS and overseen by Helen Bond BSc (Hons) MRICS 
Estates Officer. Valuations of Investment Properties were carried out in 
accordance with the methodologies and bases for estimation set out in the 
professional standards of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors.  
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18. INTANGIBLE ASSETS

The Authority accounts for its software licenses as intangible assets, to the 
extent that the software license is not an integral part of a particular IT system 
and accounted for as part of the hardware item of Property, Plant and 
Equipment.

2021/22 2022/23
Total
£000

Total
£000

Gross Book Value at start of year 604 611
Purchases 7 83
De-recognition – Disposals 0 0
Gross Book Value at end of year 611 694

Amortisation at start of year 322 437
Amortisation for the period 115 69
De-recognition – Disposals 0 0
Amortisation at end of year 437 506

Net Book Value 174 188

19. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
Categories of Financial Instruments

Long Term Current
31stMarch 

2022
£000

31stMarch 2023
£000

31stMarch 
2022
£000

31stMarch 2023
£000

Debtors
Loans and 
receivables

686 668 20 18

Financial assets 
carried at 
contract amounts

0 0 3,333 5,201

Total included 
in Debtors

686 668 3,353 5,219

Investments
Investments 0 0 0 0
Total 
Investments

0 0 0 0

Cash and Cash 
Equivalents
Cash and Cash 
Equivalents
Total Cash and 
Cash 
Equivalents

0
0

0
0

19,403
19,403

6,983
6,983

Borrowings
Financial 
liabilities at 
amortised cost

(3,006) (3,006) 0 0

Total included 
in Borrowings

(3,006) (3,006) 0 0
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Creditors
Financial 
liabilities carried 
at contract 
amount

0 0 (19,046) (7,256)

Total Creditors 0 0 (19,046) (7,256)

Fair Values of Assets and Liabilities

Financial liabilities, financial assets represented by loans and receivables and 
long term payables and receivables are carried in the Balance Sheet at 
amortised cost.  Their fair value can be assessed by calculating the present 
value of the cash flows that will take place over the remaining life of the 
instruments, using the following assumptions:

• For loans from the PWLB payable, prevailing borrowing rates from the 
PWLB have been applied to provide the fair value under PWLB debt 
redemption procedures.  An additional note to the tables sets out the 
alternative fair value measurement applying the premature repayment, 
highlighting the impact of the alternative valuation;

• No early repayment or impairment is recognised.
• Where an instrument has a maturity of less than 12 months or is a trade or 

other receivable the fair value is taken to be the carrying amount or the 
billed amount;

• The fair value of trade and other receivables is taken to be the invoiced or 
billed amount.

The fair values calculated are as follows:

31st March 2023
Carrying 
Amount

£000

Fair Value

£000

Long Term Borrowing (PWLB) (3,006) (1,834)
Total (3,006) (1,834)

The fair value of the liabilities is lower than the carrying amount because the 
Council’s portfolio of loans includes fixed rate loans where the interest rate 
payable is lower than the rates available for similar loans in the market at the 
balance sheet date.  

The authority has a continuing ability to borrow at concessionary rates from 
the PWLB, rather than from the markets.  A supplementary measure of the 
interest that the authority will pay, as a result of its PWLB commitment for fixed 
rate loans, is to compare the terms of these loans with the new borrowing 
rates available from the PWLB.  If a value is calculated on this basis, the 
carrying amount of £3,005,983 would be valued at £1,833,587.  
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If the authority were to seek to repay the loans to the PWLB, the PWLB would 
raise a penalty charge for early redemption in addition to charging a premium 
for the additional interest that will not now be paid.  The exit price for the 
PWLB loans including the penalty charge would be £2,184,020.

The valuation basis adopted in the Fair Value report uses Level 2 Inputs 
(inputs other than quoted prices that are observable for the financial 
asset/liability).

All financial investments were under 12 months in duration and so the fair 
value would be approximate to the carrying value. 

Short-term payables and receivables are carried at cost, as this is a fair 
approximation of their value.

The council provides loans to employees for car loans and the balance 
outstanding at 31 March 2023 was £7,160.  The council has also provided a 
loan to the Falcons Gymnastics Academy to enable them to construct a new 
facility at the Tarka Tennis Centre; the balance at 31 March 2023 was 
£59,930.

The Council received Housing Infrastructure Funding (HIF) from Homes 
England.  This was then paid out in the form of a loan to a property developer 
for infrastructure works in order to bring forward the development.  The loan 
was for £619,242.

An assessment for soft loan issues has been completed on both of these 
loans and confirmed the accounting adjustment fell below our materiality level.  
As a result, the loans are recognised as receivables in the balance sheet and 
measured at nominal value.

20. INVENTORIES

Consumable Stores
2021/22

£000
2022/23

£000

Balance outstanding at start of year 154  213
Purchases 1,151 1,419
Recognised as an expense in the year (1,092) (1,390)
Balance outstanding at year end 213 242

21. CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS

At 31st March 2023, the Authority has the following construction contracts in 
progress:
• Ilfracombe Water Sports Centre £425,589

2021/22 Construction contracts in progress were £4,173,261
• Ilfracombe Water Sports Centre £1,826,084
• Leisure Provision Seven Brethren £2,347,177
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22. SHORT TERM DEBTORS

31st March 
2022
£000

31st March 
2023
£000

Central government bodies 5,443 2,064
Other local authorities 1,537 982
Other entities and individuals 5,747 6,029
Gross debtors 12,727 9,075
Provision for Bad Debts (2,445) (2,317)
Net debtors 10,282 6,758

• Other entities and individuals in 2021/22 includes £1,050k relating to Housing Benefit 
debtors

• Other entities and individuals in 2022/23 includes £915k relating to Housing Benefit 
debtors

• Central Government Bodies in 2021/22 includes £4,764k in respect of Collection Fund

Debtors for Local Taxation

The tables below show the net position after impairment of the outstanding 
debt.  The impairment has been arrived at using trend analysis based on 
previous years’ experience.  These figures are included in Note 22 Short Term 
Debtors above.

Council Tax 2021/22 2022/23
£’000 £’000

Up to one year 176 162
One to three years 69 72
Over three years 3 4
Total 248 238

Non-Domestic Rates 2021/22 2022/23
£’000 £’000

Up to one year 156 194
One to three years 35 31
Over three years 1 3
Total 192 228

23. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

31st March 
2022
£000

31st March 2023
£000

1 Cash held by the Authority 1
836 Bank current accounts 951

18,566 Short term deposits with banks and 
building societies

6,031

19,403 Total Cash and Cash Equivalents 6,983
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24. ASSETS HELD FOR SALE

2021/22
£000

2022/23
£000

Balance at start of year 0 0

Additions:
• Construction 0 63

Disposals 0 0
Net gains/(losses) from fair value 
adjustments

0 (480)

Transfers:
• To/from Property, Plant and 

Equipment
0 1,580

Balance at the end of the year 0 1,163

25. SHORT TERM CREDITORS

31st March 2022
£000

31st March 2023
£000

Central government bodies 17,603 2,979
Other local authorities 1,870 2,992
Council Tax Energy rebate scheme 5,850 0
Other entities and individuals 3,321 4,858
Total 28,644 10,829

Central Government bodies includes:
• Covid Grants has reduced from £7,878k to £0
• Collection Fund has reduced from £7,956k to £1,867k

26. PROVISIONS

Redundancy 
and Early 

Retirement
£000

Business 
Rate 

Appeals
£000

Yelland 
Appeal

Costs
£000

Total
£000

Balance at 31st March 
2022

21 667 0 688

Additional provisions 
made in 2022/23

0 1,130 151 1,281

Amounts used in 
2022/23

(21) (1,022) 0 (1,043)

Balance at 31st March 
2023

0 775 151 926

27. UNUSABLE RESERVES

31st March 
2022
£000

31st March 
2023
£000

40,592 Revaluation Reserve 46,317
57,630 Capital Adjustment Account 58,953

0 Deferred Capital Receipts Reserve 0
(64,455) Pensions Reserve (14,087)

(4,422) Collection Fund Adjustment Account (518)
(205) Accumulated Absences Account (196)

29,140 Total Unusable Reserves 90,469
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Revaluation Reserve
The Revaluation Reserve contains the gains made by the Authority arising 
from increases in the value of its Property, Plant and Equipment (and 
Intangible Assets).  The balance is reduced when assets with accumulated 
gains are:

• Revalued downwards or impaired and the gains are lost
• Used in the provision of services and the gains are consumed through 

depreciation, or
• Disposed of and the gains are realised

The Reserve contains only revaluation gains accumulated since 1st April 2007, 
the date that the Reserve was created.  Accumulated gains arising before that 
date are consolidated into the balance on the Capital Adjustment Account.

2021/22
£000

2022/23
£000

35,895 Balance at 1st April 40,592
6,285 Upward revaluation of assets 8,765
(456) Downward revaluation of assets 

and impairment losses not charged 
to the Surplus/Deficit on the 
Provision of Services

(1,395)

(1,132) Difference between fair value 
depreciation and historical cost 
depreciation

(1,645)

Accumulated gains on assets sold 
or scrapped

40,592 Balance at 31st March 46,317

Capital Adjustment Account

The Capital Adjustment account absorbs the timing differences arising from 
the different arrangements for accounting for the consumption of non current 
assets and for financing the acquisition, construction or enhancement of those 
assets under statutory provisions.  The Account is debited with the cost of 
acquisition, construction or enhancement as deprecation, impairment losses 
and amortisations are charged to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement (with reconciling postings from the Revaluation Reserve to convert 
fair value figures to a historical cost basis).  The Account is credited with the 
amounts set aside by the Authority as finance for the costs of acquisition, 
construction and enhancement.

The Account contains accumulated gains and losses on Investment Properties 
and gains recognised on donated assets that have yet to be consumed by the 
Authority.
The Account also contains revaluation gains accumulated on Property, Plant 
and Equipment before 1st April 2007, the date that the Revaluation Reserve 
was created to hold such gains.
Note 10 provides details of the source of all the transactions posted to the 
Account, apart from those involving the Revaluation Reserve.
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2021/22
£000

2022/23
£000

56,405 Balance at 1st April 57,630
Reversal of items relating to capital expenditure 
debited or credited to the Comprehensive Income and 
Expenditure Statement:

(1,695) • Charges for depreciation and impairment of non 
current assets

(1,599)

(771) • Revaluation Gains / (Loss) on Property, Plant 
and Equipment

(1,522)

(115) • Amortisation of intangible assets (69)
(1,475) • Revenue expenditure funded from capital under 

statute
(1,894)

(2) • Amounts of non current assets written off on 
disposal or sale as part of the gain/loss on 
disposal to the Comprehensive Income and 
Expenditure Statement

(1)

Capital financing applied in the year:
278 • Use of the Capital Receipts Reserve to finance 

new capital expenditure
253

1,475 • Capital grants and contributions credited to the 
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement that have been applied to capital 
financing

1,894

0 • Capital grant income relating to Housing 
Infrastructure Fund that has been credited to the 
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement and applied to capital financing

0

3,269 • Capital expenditure charged against the General 
Fund and HRA balances

2,987

514 • Statutory provision for the financing of capital 
investment charged against the General Fund 
and HRA balances

843

(253) Movements in the market value of Investment 
Properties debited or credited to the Comprehensive 
Income and Expenditure Statement

431

57,630 Balance at 31st March 58,953

Pensions Reserve

The Pensions Reserve absorbs the timing differences arising from the 
different arrangements for accounting for post employment benefits and for 
funding benefits in accordance with statutory provisions.  The Authority 
accounts for post employment benefits in the Comprehensive Income and 
Expenditure Statement as the benefits are earned by employees accruing 
years of service, updating the liabilities recognised to reflect inflation, changing 
assumptions and investment returns on any resources set aside to meet the 
costs.  

However, statutory arrangements require benefits earned, to be financed as 
the Authority makes employer’s contributions to pension funds or eventually 
pays any pensions for which it is directly responsible.  The debit balance on 
the Pensions Reserve therefore shows a substantial shortfall in the benefits 
earned by past and current employees and the resources the Authority has set 
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aside to meet them.  The statutory arrangements will ensure that funding will 
have been set aside by the time the benefits come to be paid.

2021/22
£000

2022/23
£000

(71,548) Balance at 1st April (64,455)
11,520 Actuarial gains or (losses) on pensions assets and liabilities 54,401
(7,100) Reversal of items relating to retirement benefits debited or credited 

to the Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of Services in the 
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement

(6,799)

2,673 Employer’s pensions contributions and direct payments to 
pensioners payable in the year

2,766

(64,455) Balance at 31st March (14,087)

Collection Fund Adjustment Account

The Collection Fund Adjustment Account manages the differences arising 
from the recognition of council tax and business rates income in the 
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement as it falls due from 
taxpayers compared with the statutory arrangements for paying across 
amounts to the General Fund from the Collection Fund.

2021/22
£000

2022/23
£000

(8,635) Balance at 1st April (4,422)
4,213 Amount by which council tax and business rates is 

charged to the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement is different from council tax and business 
rates income calculated for the year in accordance with 
statutory requirements 

3,904

(4,422) Balance at 31st March (518)

Accumulated Absences Account

The Accumulated Absences Account absorbs the differences that would 
otherwise arise on the General Fund Balance from accruing for compensated 
absences earned but not taken in the year e.g. annual leave entitlement 
carried forward at 31st March.  Statutory arrangements require that the impact 
on the General Fund Balance is neutralised by transfers to or from the 
Account.

2021/22
£000

2022/23
£000

(207) Balance at 1st April (204)
207 Settlement or cancellation of accrual made at the 

end of the preceding year
204

(204) Amounts accrued at the end of the current year (196)
(204) Balance at 31st March (196)
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28. CASH FLOW STATEMENT – OPERATING ACTIVITIES

The cash flows for operating activities include the following items:

2021/22
£000

2022/23
£000

2,084 Net (surplus)/deficit on the provision of service 2,217
(256) Net amount debited to the general fund (note 10) 1,143

(2,043) Removed as part of note 10 that do form part of the 
cash movement

(1,498)

(514) Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) (842)
(2,544) Capital items removed that are part of note 10 and 

are not in the I&E
(2,875)

37 Movement in Provisions (238)
(Add back)

71 Other non-cash items 93
58 Movement in Stock 29

(7,294) Movement in Debtors (3,534)
53 Movement in Creditors 18,165

Remove interest paid and received to include in 
note 29

19 Interest received 294
0 Interest paid 0

(10,329) Net Cash flow from operating activities 12,954

29. CASH FLOW STATEMENT – INVESTING ACTIVITIES

2021/22
£000

2022/23
£000

21,928 Purchase of property, plant and equipment, investment 
property and intangible assets

7,230

0 Purchase of short term and long term investments 0
0 Other payments for investing activities 0

(109) Proceeds from the sale of property, plant and equipment, 
investment property and intangible assets

(381)

(19) Proceeds from short term and long term investments (294)
21,800 Net cash flows from investing activities 6,555

30. CASH FLOW STATEMENT – FINANCING ACTIVITIES

2021/22
£000

2022/23
£000

(7,013) Other receipts from financing activities (7,089)
0 Repayments of short and long term borrowing 0

(7,013) Net cash flows from investing activities (7,089)
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31. TRADING OPERATIONS

Included within the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement are 
the following trading activities:

2021/22 2022/23
£000 £000

Car Parks Turnover (3,154) (3,322)
Expenditure 1,111 1,247
(Surplus)/Deficit (2,043) (2,075)

South Molton Cattle 
Market

Turnover (29) (29)

Expenditure 0 0
(Surplus)/Deficit (29) (29)

Barnstaple Pannier 
Market

Turnover (127) (83)

Expenditure 260 304
(Surplus)/Deficit 179 221

Corporate Turnover (537) (536)
Properties/Industrial 
Units

Expenditure 321 433

(Surplus)/Deficit (216) (103)
Green Lanes Turnover (794) (2,139)
Shopping Centre Expenditure 550 1,274

(Surplus)/Deficit (244) (865)
Ilfracombe Harbour Turnover (415) (629)

Expenditure 541 774
(Surplus)/Deficit 126 145

Seaside 
Undertakings

Turnover (41) (43)

Expenditure 0 0
(Surplus)/Deficit (41) (43)

Trade Waste Turnover (842) (781)
Expenditure 614 650
(Surplus)/Deficit (228) (131)

Trade Recycling Turnover (142) (181)
Expenditure 116 125
(Surplus)/Deficit (26) (56)

Net 
(surplus)/deficit 
on trading 
operations

(2,522) (2,936)

32. MEMBERS’ ALLOWANCES
The Authority paid the following amounts to Members of the Council during the 
year:

2021/22
£

2022/23
£

Allowances 265,947 268,576
Expenses 2,662 4,054
Total 268,609 272,630
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33. OFFICERS’ REMUNERATION
The remuneration paid to the Authority’s senior employees is as follows:

2022/23
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Chief Executive 97,664 0 0 0 17,091 114,755

Director of Resources and Deputy 
Chief Executive 

83,125 0 205 0 14,547 97,877

Head of Environmental Enhancement 58,013 0 0 0 10,152 68,165

Head of Planning, Housing and Health 64,885 0 0 0 11,355 76,240

Head of Programme Management and 
Performance 

58,013 0 0 0 10,152 68,165

Head of Organisation Development 58,013 0 0 0 10,152 68,165

Head of Governance 58,013 0 0 0 10,152 68,165

Head of Customer Focus 58,013 0 110 0 10,152 68,275

Head of Place, Property and 
Regeneration

58,013 0 0 0 10,152 68,165

2021/22
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Chief Executive 104,494 0 352 0 16,754 121,600

Director of Resources and Deputy 
Chief Executive (1)

55,225 0 67 0 9,664 64,956

Head of Environmental Enhancement 
(2)

33,034 0 0 0 5,665 38,699

Head of Planning, Housing and Health 
(3) 

35,655 0 0 0 6,240 41,895

Head of Programme Management and 
Performance (3)

31,719 0 0 0 5,551 37,270

Head of Organisation Development (3) 31,719 0 0 0 5,551 37,270

Head of Governance (3) 31,719 0 0 0 5,551 37,270
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2021/22
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Head of Customer Focus (3) 31,719 0 110 0 5,551 37,380

Head of Place, Property and 
Regeneration (3)

31,719 0 0 0 5,551 37,270

Head of Resources (4) 20,712 0 415 0 3,332 24,459

Head of Environmental Health and 
Housing Services (5)

24,799 0 401 0 4,340 29,540

(1) The Director of Resources and Deputy Chief Executive Post is new to the Establishment, 
starting on 27th July 2021

(2) The Head of Environmental Enhancement is a new post within the Establishment, starting 
23rd August 2021

(3) The following Posts are new to the Establishment, starting on 1st September 2021
Head of Planning, Housing and Health
Head of Programme Management and Performance
Head of Organisational Development
Head of Governance
Head of Customer Focus
Head of Place Property and Regeneration

(4) The Head of Resources post became vacant on 26th July 2021 and was removed from the 
Establishment

(5) The Head of Environmental Health and Housing Services post became vacant on 31st August 
2021 and has been removed from the Establishment

The Authority’s other employees, other than Senior Officers, receiving more 
than £50,000 remuneration for the year (excluding employer’s pensions 
contributions) were paid the following amounts:    

Number of Employees
Remuneration Band 2021/22 2022/23

£50,000 - £54,999 0 1
£55,000 - £59,999 0 0
£60,000 - £64,999 0 0
£65,000 - £69,999 0 0
£70,000 - £74,999 0 0
£75,000 - £79,999 0 0
£80,000 - £84,999 0 0
£85,000 - £89,999 0 0

The number of exit packages with total cost per band and total cost of the 
compulsory and other redundancies are set out in the table below:
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Exit package 
cost band 
(including 
special 
payments)

Number of 
compulsory 

redundancies

Number of other 
departures agreed

Total number of 
exit packages by 

cost band

Total cost of exit 
packages in each 

band (£)

2021/22 2022/23 2021/22 2022/23 2021/22 2022/23 2021/22
£

2022/23
£

£0 - £20,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

£20,001 -
£40,000

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

£40,001 -
£60,000

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

£60,001 -
£80,000

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

£80,001 -
£100,000

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

£100,001 -
£150,000

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

£150,001 -
£200,000

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

There were no exit packages in 2021/22 or 2022/23

34. EXTERNAL AUDIT COSTS

2021/22
£000

2022/23
£000

Fees payable to (external auditors) with regard to external 
audit services carried out by the appointed auditor for the 
year

(*) 46 (*) 58

Refund from PSAA in relation to prior year 0 0
Fees payable to (external auditors) for Housing Benefit
certification for the prior year

23 23

Total 69 81
(*) The actual cost of the 2022/23 external audit will be finalised post-audit and will be 
paid in 2023/24. (The proposed 2022/23 fee is £58,000) (The proposed 2022/23 
Housing Benefit fee is £24,400 to be paid in 2023/24).
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35. GRANT INCOME
The Authority credited the following grants, contributions and donations to the 
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement.

2021/22

£000

2022/23

£000
Credited to Taxation and Non Specific 
Grant Income
Council Tax (Incl Parish Precepts) (9,271) (9,781)
Non Domestic Rates (4,913) (5,137)
New homes bonus grant (1,354) (1,451)
Formula Grant (16) (17)
Rural Services Grant (326) (326)
Transparency Code Set up Grant (8) (8)
New Burdens Grant (26) (296)
Services Grant 0 (218)
Lower Tier Services Grant 0 (125)
Covid Grants (2,581) 0
Covid Support (1,140) 0
Miscellaneous 0 (5)
Total (19,635) (17,364)

Credited to Services
Housing Benefit Admin Grant (239) (241)
Housing Benefit Subsidy (17,447) (16,877)
NNDR Admin Grant (215) (220)
CTB Admin Grant (109) (108)
Discretionary Housing Payment (170) (120)
Disabled facilities grant (1,524) (1,188)
Ilfracombe Watersports Centre (989) (774)
Westacott Housing Infrastructure Fund (984) (567)
Future High Street Fund (643) (2,872)
LCTS Grant (142) 0
Household Support Fund 0 (693)
Welcome Back Fund (169) 0
Rough Sleepers Grant (674) (515)
Safer Streets Fund 0 (179)
UK Shared Prosperity Fund 0 (148)
Homes for Ukraine 0 (939)
Local Authority Housing Fund 0 (300)
Covid-19 Funding (546) 0
Homelessness and Prevention Grant (482) (540)
Domestic Violence (33) 0
Commuted Sums / S106 Contributions (843) (454)
Other Grants (1,356) (703)
Total (26,565) (27,438)
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The Authority has received a number of grants, contributions and donations 
that have yet to be recognised as income as they have conditions attached to 
them.  The balances at the year-end are as follows:

31st March 
2021
£000

31st March 
2022
£000

31st March 2023
£000

Capital Grants Receipts in Advance
S106 – Community facilities (20) (17) (17)
S106 – Affordable housing (410) (410) (569)
S106 – Public open space (1,941) (2,058) (2,046)
S106 – Car Parking (190) 0 0
S106 – Sustainable Transport (8) 0 0
S106 – Public Conveniences (15) 0 0
S106 – Heritage fund (50) (50) (50)
S106 - CCTV (11) (11) (11)
S106 – Flood Defence (97) (22) (1,172)
Self Build Custom Project 
Bicclescombe Nursery

0 (500) (497)

Land Release Fund (2,022) (1,899) (1,837)
Total (4,764) (4,967) (6,199)

31st March 
2021
£000

31st March 
2022
£000

31st March 
2023
£000

Donated Assets Account
Falcons Gymnastics (761) (761) (761)

36. RELATED PARTIES

The Authority is required to disclose material transactions with related parties,
bodies or individuals that have the potential to control or influence the Council 
or to be controlled or influenced by the Council.  Disclosure of these 
transactions allows readers to assess the extent to which the Council might 
have been constrained in its ability to operate independently or might have 
secured the ability to limit another party’s ability to bargain freely with the 
Authority.

Central Government

Central government has effective control over the general operations of the 
Authority – it is responsible for providing the statutory framework within which 
the Authority operates, provides the majority of its funding in the form of grants 
and prescribes the terms of many of the transactions that the Authority has 
with other parties (e.g. council tax bills, housing benefits).  Total grants 
received from government departments are set out in the subjective analysis 
in Note 8.

Members

Members of the Council have direct control over the Council’s financial and 
operating policies.  The total of Members’ allowances paid in 2022/23 is 
shown in Note 32.  
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During 2022/23 a £1,100 rent in advance deposit was paid to a Member of 
North Devon Council.

Details of any of these transactions are recorded in the Register of Members’ 
Interest open to public inspection during office hours.

The Council received £249,740 (£249,740 in 2021/22) in the year from the 
North Devon Joint Crematorium Committee being the proportion due of the 
Committee’s annual surplus.

37. CAPITAL EXPENDITURE AND CAPITAL FINANCING

The total amount of capital expenditure incurred in the year is shown in the 
table below, together with the resources that have been used to finance it.  
Where capital expenditure is to be financed in future years by charges to 
revenue as assets are used by the Authority, the expenditure results in an 
increase in the Capital Financing Requirements (CFR), a measure of the 
capital expenditure incurred historically by the Authority that has yet to be 
financed.  The CFR is analysed in the second part of this note.

2021/22
£000

(*)

2022/23
£000

Opening Capital Financing Requirement 4,512 21,621
Capital Investment:
Property, Plant and Equipment 21,083 6,010
Investment Properties 79 95
Assets Held for Sale 0 63
Intangible Assets 7 82
Revenue Expenditure funded from Capital under 
Statute

1,476 1,893

22,645 8,143
Sources of Finance:
Capital receipts 278 253
Government grants and other contributions 4,370 4,401
Sums set aside from revenue:
Direct revenue contributions 374 479
MRP/Loans fund principal 514 843

5,536 5,976

Closing Capital Financing Requirement 21,621 23,788

Explanation of movements in year:
Increase in underlying need to borrowing (supported 
by government financial assistance)

0 0

Increase/(Decrease) in underlying need to borrowing 
(unsupported by government financial assistance)

16,218 1,721

Assets acquired under finance leases 891 446
Assets acquired under PFI/PP contracts 0 0
Increase/(decrease) in Capital Financing 
Requirement

17,109 2,167

(*) Re-stated for inclusion of SFS finance leases
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38. LEASES

Authority as Lessee

Finance Leases

In 2021/22 North Devon Council put out to tender the acquisition and 
maintenance of our fleet of vehicles, this is an on-going 7 year contract.
These are being treated as Finance rather than operating leases.
Minimum Revenue Provision is charged in year after purchase along with 
depreciation. The depreciation and movement in liability won’t be the same 
until the end of the lease as the liability calculation takes account of the time 
value of money.
The maintenance and interest within the lease payment is accrued based on 
purchase date. The effect of this is included in the Comprehensive Income 
and Expenditure Statement and Balance sheet.
The figures below represent the assets coming onto the Balance sheet and 
associated liability, along with the Minimum Revenue Provision charge.

31st March 
2022
£000

31st March 
2023
£000

Gross Book Value 892 1,447
Depreciation 0 (136)

892 1,311

Short term Liability (110) (172)
Long term Liability (782) (1,165)

(892) (1,337)

Minimum revenue provision 0 110
0 110

Operating Leases

The Authority uses photocopiers & printers financed under terms of an 
operating lease.  The amount paid under these arrangements in 2022/23 was 
£16,314 (2021/22 £14,440).  The Code of Practice on Local Authority 
Accounting in the United Kingdom 2022/23 requires charges to be made 
evenly throughout the period of the lease.

The Authority was committed at 31st March 2023 to making payments of 
£11,204 under operating leases in 2023/24.

31st March 
2022
£000

31st March 
2023
£000

Not later than one year 5 11
Later than one year and not later than five 
years

3 33

Later than five years 0 0
8 44
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Authority as Lessor

Finance Leases

The Authority has one finance lease arrangement relating to Plot 4, Seven 
Brethren Bank for a period of 150 years effective from 26 August 2011.  The 
lease amount is a peppercorn rent of £1 per annum.

Operating Leases

The Authority leases out property and equipment under operating leases for 
the following purposes:

• For the provision of community services, such as sports facilities, tourism 
services and community centres

• For economic development purposes to provide suitable affordable 
accommodation for local businesses

The future minimum lease payments receivable under non-cancellable leases 
in future years are:

31st March 
2022
£000

31st March 2023
£000

Not later than one year 1,601 1,438
Later than one year and not later than five 
years

4,135 3,136

Later than five years 4,201 3,707
Minimum lease payments 9,937 8,281

The minimum lease payments receivable do not include rents that are 
contingent on events taking place after the lease was entered into, such as 
adjustments following rent reviews.

39. IMPAIRMENT LOSSES

During the 2022/23 valuation process no Impairment or Impairment reversals 
were identified. (2021/22 – None were identified).

40. COUNCIL TAX

Council Tax income is calculated by adding together the amounts required by 
North Devon Council, Devon County Council, Devon and Cornwall Police, 
Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue Service and local Parish Councils.  This 
amount, the Precept, is then divided by the North Devon District tax base of 
34,762.04 to give an average Council Tax liability for a Band D property. 

For Council Tax purposes the number of dwellings in each valuation band 
converted to a Band D equivalent was as follows:
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Band Band D 
Equivalent Numbers

-A 7.76
A 4,261.71
B 7,031.90
C 7,912.48
D 7,484.79
E 5,519.03
F 2,588.63
G 957.35
H 73.50

Allowance for non collection at 3% (1,075.11)

Council Tax Base 34,762.04

Individual taxpayer’s liability will depend upon the valuation band of the 
property they occupy. 

41. BUSINESS RATES

The introduction of the new Business Rates Retention Scheme in April 2013
has necessitated a new Collection Fund Statement in relation to Business 
Rates; under the new regime North Devon Council has joined a Devon wide 
pool in order to mitigate any losses and share any gains due to changes in the 
local economy. 

The Council collects non-domestic rates for its area that are based on local 
rateable values multiplied by a uniform rate.  The total non-domestic rateable 
value as at 31st March 2023 was £93.967m. In 2022/23 the rate was 49.9p in 
the pound for small businesses and 51.2p in the pound for others as 
prescribed by the Government.  

The total amount, less certain reliefs and other deductions, is paid from the 
Collection Fund to a combination of Central Government, Devon County 
Council and Devon & Somerset Fire & Rescue Service via the Devon Wide 
Pool which is managed by Plymouth City Council.

42. DEFINED BENEFIT PENSION SCHEMES

Participation in Pension Schemes

As part of the terms and conditions of employment of its officers, the Authority 
makes contributions towards the cost of post employment benefits.  Although 
these benefits will not actually be payable until employees retire, the Authority 
has a commitment to make the payments that need to be disclosed at the time 
that employees earn their future entitlement.

The Authority participates in two post employment schemes:

• The Local Government Pension Scheme, administered locally by Devon 
County Council – that is a funded defined benefit final salary scheme, 
meaning that the Authority and employees pay contributions into a fund, 
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calculated at a level intended to balance the pensions liabilities with 
investment assets.

• Arrangements for the award of discretionary post retirement benefits upon 
early retirement – this is an unfunded defined benefit arrangement, under 
which liabilities are recognised when awards are made.  However, there 
are no investment assets built up to meet these pensions liabilities and 
cash has to be generated to meet actual pensions payments as they 
eventually fall due.

In general, participating in a defined benefit pension scheme means that the 
Employer is exposed to a number of risks:

• Investment risk. The Fund holds investment in asset classes, such as 
equities, which have volatile market values and while these assets are 
expected to provide real returns over the long-term, the short-term volatility 
can cause additional funding to be required if a deficit emerges;

• Interest rate risk. The Fund’s liabilities are assessed using market yields 
on high quality corporate bonds to discount future liability cashflows. As the 
Fund holds assets such as equities the value of the assets and liabilities 
may not move in the same way;

• Inflation risk. All of the benefits under the Fund are linked to inflation and 
so deficits may emerge to the extent that the assets are not linked to 
inflation; and

• Longevity risk. In the event that the members live longer than assumed a 
deficit will emerge in the Fund. There are also other demographic risks.

Transactions Relating To Post Employment Benefits

We recognise the cost of retirement benefits in the reported cost of services 
when they are earned by employees, rather than when the benefits are 
eventually paid as pensions.  However, the charge we are required to make 
against council tax is based on the cash payable in the year, so the real cost 
of post employment/retirement benefits is reversed out of the General Fund 
via the Movements in Reserves Statement.  

The following transactions have been made in the Comprehensive Income 
and Expenditure Statement and the General Fund Balance via the Movement 
in Reserves Statement during the year:
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Comprehensive Income and 
Expenditure Account

Local Government 
Pension Scheme

Discretionary 
Benefits 

Arrangements
2021/22

£000
2022/23

£000
2021/22

£000
2022/23

£000
Cost of services:
• Current service cost 5,640 5,107 0 0
• Past service cost 0 0 0 0
• Assets and Liabilities transferred (Net) (63) 0 0 0
Financing and Investment Income and 
Expenditure:
• Net Interest cost 1,474 1,640 0 0
Administration expenses 49 52 0 0
Total post employment benefit charged 
to the Surplus or Deficit on the 
Provision of Services

7,100 6,799 0 0

Movement in reserves statement:
Reversal of net charges made to the 
Surplus or Deficit for the Provision of 
Services for the past employment benefits 
in accordance with the Code

4,822 6,799 0 0

Actual amount charged against the 
General Fund Balance for pensions in the 
year:
Employers’ contributions payable to 
scheme

(2,447) (2,543) (231) (223)

The cumulative amount of actuarial gains and losses recognised in the 
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement to the 31st March 2023 is 
a gain of £54.4m.

Assets and Liabilities In Relation To Post Employment Benefits

Reconciliation of present value of the Fund liabilities:

Funded Liabilities: 
Local Government 
Pension Scheme

Unfunded Liabilities: 
Discretionary Benefits

2021/22
£000

2022/23
£000

2021/22
£000

2022/23
£000

Opening balance at 1st April 150,038 148,174 3,112 2,887
Current service cost 5,640 5,107 0 0
Past service cost 0 0 0 0
Liabilities extinguished on settlements (136) 0 0 0
Interest cost 3,073 3,882 0 0
Contributions by scheme participants 657 704 0 0
Actuarial (gains)/losses arising on 
changes in financial assumptions

(7,164) (53,994) 1 (193)

Actuarial (gains)/losses arising on 
changes in demographic assumptions

0 (9,324) 0 0

Experience (gains)/losses on defined 
benefit obligation

354 5,147 0 0

Benefits paid (4,288) (4,025) 0 0
Unfunded pension payments 0 0 (226) (223)
Closing balance at 31st March 148,174 95,671 2,887 2,471
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Reconciliation of fair value of the Fund (plan) assets:

Local Government Pension Scheme
2021/22

£000
2022/23

£000
Opening balance at 1st April 81,602 86,606
Interest income 1,599 2,242
Return on assets (less interest) 4,711 (3,429)
Other actuarial gains/(losses) 0 (534)
Employer contributions 2,673 2,766
Contributions by scheme participants 657 704
Administration expenses (49) (52)
Benefits paid (4,514) (4,248)
Settlement prices paid (73) 0

Closing balance at 31st March 86,606 84,055

The expected return on Fund assets is determined by considering the 
expected returns available on the assets underlying the current investment 
policy.  Expected yields on fixed interest investments are based on gross 
redemption yields as at the Balance Sheet date.

Expected returns on equity investments reflect long-term real rates of return 
experienced in the respective markets.

Impact of McCloud / Sargeant judgement

The Court of Appeal judgement on the McCloud and Sargeant cases, relate to 
age discrimination against the age-based transitional provisions put into place 
when the new judicial pension arrangements were introduced in 2015. The 
members argued that these transitional provisions were directly discriminatory 
on grounds of age and indirectly discriminatory on grounds of sex and race, 
based on the correlation between these two factors reflected in the judicial 
membership. The Tribunal ruled against the Government, deeming the 
transitional provisions as not a proportionate means of achieving a legitimate 
aim. 

The Government subsequently applied to the Supreme Court to appeal the 
judgement but their application was denied on 27 June 2019. On 16 July 
2020, the Government published a consultation on the proposed remedy to be 
applied to LGPS benefits in response to the McCloud and Sargeant 
cases. The consultation closed on 8 October 2020 and a ministerial statement 
in response to this was published on 13 May 2021, however a full response to 
the consultation is still awaited; the outcome of these matters is still to be 
agreed so the exact impact they will have on LGPS benefits is unknown.

The actuary valuation within the financial statements includes an allowance for 
the McCloud judgement.

Guaranteed Minimum Pension (GMP) Equalisation

On 23 March 2021, the Government published the outcome to its Guaranteed 
Minimum Pension Indexation consultation, concluding that all public service 
pension schemes, including the LGPS, will be directed to provide full 
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indexation to members with a GMP reaching State Pension Age (SPA) beyond 
5 April 2021. This is a permanent extension of the existing ‘interim solution’ 
that has applied to members with a GMP reaching SPA on or after 6 April 
2016.

The actuary’s valuation assumption for GMP is that the Fund will pay limited 
increases for members that have reached SPA by 6 April 2016, with the 
Government providing the remainder of the inflationary increase. For members 
that reach SPA after this date, the actuary has assumed that the Fund will be 
required to pay the entire inflationary increase. Therefore, the actuary’s 
assumption is consistent with the consultation outcome and they do not 
believe that it is necessary to make any adjustments to the value placed on 
the liabilities as a result of the above outcome.

Fund History

2017/18
£000

2018/19
£000

2019/20
£000

2020/21
£000

2021/22
£000

2022/23
£000

Present value of liabilities:
Local Government Pension 
Scheme

128,927 130,672 118,686 150,038 148,174 95,671

Discretionary benefits 3,464 3,216 3,057 3,112 2,887 2,471
Fair value of assets in the Local 
Government Pension Scheme 
Surplus/(deficit) in the scheme:
Local Government Pension 
Scheme

69,707 72,186 66,177 81,602 86,606 84,055

Surplus/(deficit) in scheme:
Local Government Pension 
Scheme

(59,220) (58,486) (52,509) (68,436) (61,568) (11,616)

Discretionary benefits (3,464) (3,216) (3,057) (3,112) (2,887) (2,471)
Total (62,684) (61,702) (55,566) (71,548) (64,455) (14,087)

• The discount rate assumption has increased from 2.60% p.a. to 4.80% p.a. 

• The pension increase assumption has decreased from 3.20% p.a. to 
2.95%.  This assumption is based on the Consumer Prices Index. 

• The salary increase assumption has decreased from 4.20% p.a. to 3.95%.  

The combined effect of these changes has decreased the value of the net 
liability.  It may be helpful to also refer to the sensitivity analysis table at the 
end of this note, as this illustrates the effect of changing the assumptions.

The liabilities show the underlying commitments that the Authority has in the 
long run to pay post employment (retirement) benefits. The total liability of 
£14.1m has a substantial impact on the net worth of the Authority as recorded 
in the Balance Sheet.  However, statutory arrangements for funding the deficit 
mean that the financial position of the Authority remains healthy:
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• The deficit on the local government scheme will be made good by 
increased contributions over the remaining working life of employees (i.e. 
before payments fall due), as assessed by the scheme actuary.

• Finance is only required to be raised to cover discretionary benefits when 
the pensions are actually paid.

The total contributions expected to be made to the Local Government Pension 
Scheme by the Council in the year to 31st March 2023 is £2,962,000.
Expected contributions for the discretionary benefits scheme in the year to 31st

March 2023 are £226,000.

Basis for Estimating Assets And Liabilities

Liabilities have been assessed on an actuarial basis using the projected unit 
credit method, an estimate of the pensions that will be payable in future years 
dependent on assumptions about mortality rates, salary levels etc.  

Both the Local Government Pension Scheme and discretionary benefits 
liabilities have been assessed by Barnett Waddingham, an independent firm of 
actuaries and are based on the latest full valuation of the scheme as at 31
March 2023.

The demographic assumptions are projected using the CMI_2020 Model.

2021/22 Actuarial Assumptions 2022/23

Mortality assumptions:
Longevity at 65 for retiring today:

22.7 • Men 21.8
24.0 • Women 22.9

Longevity at 65 for retiring in 20 years:
24.0 • Men 23.1
25.4 • Women 24.4

3.2% Rate of inflation – CPI 2.95%
4.2% Rate of increase in salaries 3.95%
3.2% Rate of increase in pensions 2.95%
2.6% Discount rate 4.8%

50%/75% Take up of option to convert annual pension into 
retirement lump sum

50%/75%

The discretionary benefits arrangements have no assets to cover its liabilities.  
The Local Government Pension Scheme’s assets consist of the following 
categories, by proportion of the total assets held:
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31st March 2022 31st March 2022 31st March 2023 31st March 2023
£000 % £000 %

UK Equities 7,719 9% 6,630 8%
Overseas Equities 43,555 50% 37,654 45%
Gilts 11,519 13% 0 0%
Property 8,160 10% 7,368 9%
Cash 1,023 1% 998 1%
Target Return Portfolio 8,005 9% 5,842 7%
Infrastructure 4,890 6% 7,557 9%
Alternative Assets (37) 0% 33 0%
Other Bonds 1,772 2% 17,973 21%
Total 86,606 100% 84,055 100%

Sensitivity Analysis

The estimation of the defined benefit obligations is sensitive to the actuarial 
assumptions set out in the above table.

The sensitivity analysis shown below have been determined based on 
reasonably possible changes of the assumptions occurring at the end of the 
reporting period and assumes for each change that the assumption analysed 
changes, while all other assumptions remain constant. The assumptions in 
longevity, for example, assume that life expectancy increases or decreases for 
men and women. In practice, this is unlikely to occur, and changes in some of 
the assumptions may be interrelated. 

The estimations in the sensitivity analysis have followed the accounting 
policies for the scheme, i.e. on the actuarial basis using the projected unit 
credit method. The methods and types of assumptions used in preparing the 
sensitivity analysis below did not change from those used in the previous 
period.

Impact on the 
present value of 
total obligation

+0.5%
£000

+0.1%
£000

0.0%
£000

-0.1%
£000

-0.5%
£000

Adjustment to 
discount rate

91,222 96,689 98,142 99,630 105,970

Adjustment to long 
term salary 
increase

98,998 98,310 98,142 97,974 97,320

Adjustment to 
pension increases

105,222 99,487 98,142 96,829 91,894

Impact on the present 
value of total 
obligation

+1 year
£000

None
£000

-1 year
£000

Adjustment in longevity 102,268 98,142 94,203

43. CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

At 31 March 2023, the Authority had no contingent liabilities.
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44. CONTINGENT ASSETS

At 31 March 2023, the Authority had no contingent assets.

45. NATURE AND EXTENT OF RISKS ARISING FROM FINANCIAL 
INSTRUMENTS

The Authority’s activities expose it to a variety of financial risks. The key risks 
are:

• Credit risk – the possibility that other parties might fail to pay amounts due 
to the Authority

• Liquidity risk – the possibility that the Authority might not have funds 
available to meet its commitments to make payments

• Re-financing risk – the possibility that the Authority might be requiring to 
renew a financial instrument on maturity at disadvantageous interest rates 
or terms

• Market risk – the possibility that financial loss might arise for the Authority 
as a result of changes in such measures as interest rates or stock market 
movements.

The Authority’s overall risk management programme focuses on the 
unpredictability of financial markets, and seeks to minimise potential adverse 
effects on the resources available to fund services. 

Risk management is carried out by Financial Services, under policies approved 
by the Council in the annual treasury management strategy. The Council 
provides written principles for overall risk management, as well as written 
policies covering specific areas, such as interest rate risk, credit risk and the 
investment of surplus cash.  

Credit Risk

Credit risk arises from deposits with banks and financial institutions, as well as 
credit exposures to the Authority’s customers.

This risk is minimised through the Annual Investment Strategy, which is 
available on the Authority’s website.

The Annual Investment Strategy requires that deposits are not made with 
financial institutions unless they meet identified minimum credit criteria, in 
accordance with the Fitch, Moody’s and Standard & Poors Credit Ratings 
Services.  The Annual Investment Strategy also considers maximum amounts 
and time limits with a financial institution located in each category. 
The credit criteria in respect of financial assets held by the Council are detailed 
below: 

This Authority uses the creditworthiness service provided by Link Asset 
Services.  This service uses a sophisticated modelling approach with credit 
ratings from all three rating agencies - Fitch, Moody’s and Standard and Poors, 
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forming the core element.  However, it does not rely solely on the current credit 
ratings of counterparties but also uses the following as overlays: 

• credit watches and credit outlooks from credit rating agencies
• CDS spreads to give early warning of likely changes in credit ratings
• sovereign ratings to select counterparties from only the most creditworthy 

countries

The full Investment Strategy for 2022/23 was approved by Full Council on 23
February 2022 and is available on the Council’s website.

Customers for goods and services are assessed, taking into account their 
financial position, past experience and other factors, with individual credit 
limits being set in accordance with internal ratings in accordance with 
parameters set by the Council.

The Authority’s maximum exposure to credit risk in relation to its investments 
in banks and building societies of £7.0m cannot be assessed generally as the 
risk of any institution failing to make interest payments or repay the principal 
sum will be specific to each individual institution.  Recent experience has 
shown that it is rare for such entities to be unable to meet their commitments.  
A risk of irrecoverability applies to all of the Authority’s deposits, but there was 
no evidence at 31st March 2023 that this was likely to crystallise.  

The following analysis summarises the Authority’s maximum exposure to 
credit risk on other financial assets, based on experience of default and 
uncollected amounts over the last five years, adjusted to reflect current market 
conditions.  

Amount at 
31st March 

2023
£000

Historical 
experience 
of default

%

Adjusted for 
market 

conditions at 
31st March 

2023
%

Estimated 
maximum 
exposure 
to default 

at 31st

March 
2023
£000

Estimated 
maximum 
exposure 
to default 

at 31st

March 2023
£000

A B C (A x C)

Customers –
debtors*

3,731 34.60% 34.60% 1,291 1,466

*Excluding statutory debtors – Council Tax/NNDR

No credit limits were exceeded during the reporting period and the Authority 
does not expect any losses from non-performance by any of its counterparties 
in relation to deposits.

The Authority does not generally allow credit for customers, such that 
£3.732m is past its due date for payment.  The past due amount can be 
analysed by age as follows:
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31st March 2022
£000

31st March 2023
£000

0 to 6 months 1,842 2,026
6 months to 1 year
1 to 2 years

248
241

159
327

More than 2 years
Total

1,455
3,786

1,220
3,732

Collateral - During the reporting period the council held no material collateral 
as security. 

Liquidity Risk

The Authority manages its liquidity position through the risk management 
procedures above (the setting and approval of prudential indicators and the 
approval of the treasury and investment strategy reports), as well as through a 
comprehensive cash flow management system, as required by the CIPFA 
Treasury Management Code.  This seeks to ensure that cash is available when 
needed.

The Council has ready access to borrowings from the money markets to cover 
any day-to-day cash flow need, and the PWLB and money markets for access 
to longer-term funds.  The Council is also required to provide a balanced budget 
through the Local Government Finance Act 1992, which ensures sufficient 
monies are raised to cover annual expenditure.  There is therefore no significant 
risk that it will be unable to raise finance to meet its commitments under financial 
instruments.  

As at 31st March 2023 all sums owing are due to be paid in less than one year. 

Refinancing and Maturity risk

The Authority maintains a debt and investment portfolio.  Whilst the cash flow 
procedures above are considered against the refinancing risk procedures, 
longer-term risk to the Council relates to managing the exposure to replacing 
financial instruments as they mature.  This risk relates to both the maturing of 
longer-term financial liabilities and longer-term financial assets.

The approved treasury indicator limits for the maturity structure of debt and the 
limits placed on investments placed for greater than one year in duration are the 
key parameters used to address this risk.  The Council approved treasury and 
investment strategies address the main risks and Financial Services address 
the operational risks within the approved parameters.  This includes:

• monitoring the maturity profile of financial liabilities and amending the profile 
through either new borrowing or the rescheduling of the existing debt; and

• monitoring the maturity profile of investments to ensure sufficient liquidity is 
available for the Council’s day-to-day cash flow needs, and the spread of 
longer-term investments provide stability of maturities and returns in relation 
to the longer-term cash flow needs.
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The maturity analysis of financial liabilities is as follows, with the maximum and 
minimum limits for fixed interest rates maturing in each period (approved by 
Council in the Treasury Management Strategy):

Approved 
minimum 

limits

Approved 
maximum 

limits

Actual 31 
March 2023

£000s

Actual 31 
March 2022

£000s
Less than 1 year 0% 60% 0 0
Between 1 and 2 years 0% 60% 0 0
Between 2 and 5 years 0% 100% 500 500
Between 5 and 10 years 0% 100% 0 0
More than 10 years 0% 95% 2,500 2,500
Total 3,000 3,000

Market Risk

Interest Rate Risk - The Authority is exposed to interest rate movements on 
its borrowings and investments.  Movements in interest rates have a complex 
impact on the Authority, depending on how variable and fixed interest rates 
move across differing financial instrument periods.  For instance, a rise in 
variable and fixed interest rates would have the following effects:

• Borrowings at variable rates – the interest expense charged to the 
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement will rise;

• Borrowings at fixed rates – the fair value of the borrowing will fall (no 
impact on revenue balances)

• Investments at variable rates – the interest income credited to the 
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement will rise; and

• Investment at fixed rates – the fair value of the assets will fall (no impact on 
revenue balances)

Borrowings are not carried at fair value on the balance sheet, so nominal 
gains and losses on fixed rate borrowings would not impact on the Surplus or 
Deficit on the Provision of Services or Other Comprehensive Income and 
Expenditure.  However, changes in interest payable and receivable on 
variable rate borrowings and investment will be posted to the Surplus or Deficit 
on the Provision of Services and affect the General Fund Balance. Movements 
in the fair value of fixed rate investments that have a quoted market price will 
be reflected in the Other Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement, 
if material.
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The Council has a number of strategies for managing interest rate risk.  The 
Annual Treasury Management Strategy draws together Council’s prudential and 
treasury indicators and its expected treasury operations, including an 
expectation of interest rate movements.  From this Strategy a treasury indicator 
is set which provides maximum limits for fixed and variable interest rate 
exposure.  Financial Services will monitor market and forecast interest rates 
within the year to adjust exposures appropriately.  For instance during periods 
of falling interest rates, and where economic circumstances make it favourable, 
fixed rate investments may be taken for longer periods to secure better long 
term returns, similarly the drawing of longer term fixed rates borrowing would 
be postponed.  

Price Risk - The Authority does not generally invest in equity shares or 
marketable bonds.

Foreign Exchange Risk

The Authority has no financial assets or liabilities denominated in foreign 
currencies. It therefore has no exposure to loss arising from movements in 
exchange rates.

46. HERITAGE ASSETS:  SUMMARY OF TRANSACTIONS

Valuation Movement of Heritage Assets (based on Insurance valuations)

Up to and 
including
2015/16
£000

2016
/17
£000

2017
/18
£000

2018
/19
£000

2019
/20
£000

2020
/21
£000

2021
/22
£000

2022
/23
£000

Value
At

31/03/2023
£000

Pottery 156 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 156
Carpet 193 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 193
Decorative 
Arts

53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 53

Other 486 0 0 35 0 0 0 0 521
Total 
Valuation

888 0 0 35 0 0 0 0 923

47. HERITAGE ASSETS:  FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE MUSEUM'S 
COLLECTIONS

The Museum of Barnstaple & North Devon opened in 1989. The collections 
are derived from the North Devon Athenaeum, (est. 1889, previously the 
Barnstaple Literary and Scientific Institution), the Borough of Barnstaple 
Museum in St. Anne's Chapel (est. 1924) and more recent collections. They 
include natural history, archaeology, social history, fine, and decorative art.

Some collections including the Royal Devon Yeomanry collections, art and 
social history belonging to the North Devon Athenaeum, and some church 
silver are held on loan and are not considered to be Heritage Assets of the 
council. 
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A number of items within the collections have been acquired with grant aid 
from the V&A purchase grant fund and the Art Fund, which would have to be 
repaid in the event of sale of the items concerned.

The (council owned) collection currently comprises over 47,000 items:

Social History

Over 23,500 items, mostly collected in the last 30 years, mainly domestic and 
household items with a North Devon provenance, and material representing 
local trades and industries. Important collections include the Borough of 
Barnstaple Fire Engine, Shapland and Petter design archive and the collection 
of James Ravilious photographs.

Fine Art
Just over 200 drawings and paintings, mostly local topographic views. Well-
represented artists include Brian Chugg, F.R.Lee and Francis Carruthers 
Gould. 

Decorative Arts
Around 1800 items, the most important being the Huguenot table carpet, 
Landkey Parish table, the North Devon Pottery collections and furniture by 
Shapland and Petter. Important examples of North Devon silver include a 
collection of spoons and the Barnstaple Dissenters' silver.

Natural History
Nearly 10,000 natural history specimens, including the historic collections of 
the North Devon Athenaeum and more recent scientific collections. The 
Sharland herbarium is of particular importance. 

Geology
Over 5500 specimens including the Partridge and Townsend Hall collections, 
highly important for Devonian geology, including a number of type and figured 
specimens. 

Archaeology

Historic collections and stray finds and excavated material. The museum is 
the collecting institution for all archaeological investigations in the Northern 
part of Devon. There are substantial excavation archives relating to the post-
mediaeval Barnstaple pottery industry and a very small ethnographic 
collection. 
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Heritage Assets of Particular Importance

The most valuable items in the collection are as follows:

Huguenot Table Carpet £192,973
Barnstaple Borough Fire Engine £65,000
Dissenters silver £10,121
Shapland & Petter display cabinet £11,695
Bowl with lid by George Fishley £23,391
Brannam Pottery exhibits £132,857
Silver Spoons £23,391
Overmantel 17th Century £8,000
Landkey Parish Table £10,000

The valuations are mostly based on the curator's assessment of market 
changes since the items were acquired. In the case of the Huguenot table 
carpet, which is a unique item, the valuation is based on a compensatory sum 
should it be destroyed.

Preservation and Management

The Museum of Barnstaple & North Devon has a rolling programme of 
conservation work and each year spends around £500 on remedial and 
preventive conservation work.

The Museum of Barnstaple & North Devon is a professionally staffed and 
fully Accredited Museum and has the necessary documentation and 
collections care procedures in place, including the Collections Development 
Policy approved by Council and Collections Care Plan. Day to day 
collections care is carried out by the Museum Collections Officer, under the 
direction of the Museum Manager. 
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Independent auditor's report to the members of North Devon District 

Council 

Report on the audit of the financial statements

Opinion on financial statements

We have audited the financial statements of North Devon District Council (the ‘Authority’) for the year 

ended 31 March 2023, which comprise the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement, the 

Movement in Reserves Statement, the Balance Sheet, the Cash Flow Statement, the Collection Fund 

and notes to the accounts, including a summary of significant accounting. The financial reporting 

framework that has been applied in their preparation is applicable law and the CIPFA/LASAAC Code of 

Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 2022/23.

In our opinion, the financial statements:

• give a true and fair view of the financial position of the Authority as at 31 March 2023 and of its 

expenditure and income for the year then ended; 

• have been properly prepared in accordance with the CIPFA/LASAAC Code of Practice on Local 

Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 2022/23; and 

• have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 

2014.

Basis for opinion

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK) (ISAs (UK)) and 

applicable law, as required by the Code of Audit Practice (2020) (“the Code of Audit Practice”) approved 

by the Comptroller and Auditor General. Our responsibilities under those standards are further 

described in the ‘Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements’ section of our report. 

We are independent of the Authority in accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our 

audit of the financial statements in the UK, including the FRC’s Ethical Standard, and we have fulfilled 

our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit 

evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Conclusions relating to going concern

We are responsible for concluding on the appropriateness of the Chief Financial Officer’s use of the 

going concern basis of accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material 

uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Authority’s ability 

to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to 

draw attention in our report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures 

are inadequate, to modify the auditor’s opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence 

obtained up to the date of our report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Authority to 

cease to continue as a going concern.

In our evaluation of the Chief Financial Officer’s conclusions, and in accordance with the expectation set 

out within the CIPFA/LASAAC Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 

2022/23 that the Authority’s financial statements shall be prepared on a going concern basis, we 

considered the inherent risks associated with the continuation of services provided by the Authority. In 

doing so we had regard to the guidance provided in Practice Note 10 Audit of financial statements and 

regularity of public sector bodies in the United Kingdom (Revised 2022) on the application of ISA (UK) 

570 Going Concern to public sector entities. We assessed the reasonableness of the basis of 

preparation used by the Authority and the Authority’s disclosures over the going concern period.

In auditing the financial statements, we have concluded that the Chief Financial Officer’s use of the 

going concern basis of accounting in the preparation of the financial statements is appropriate. 

Based on the work we have performed, we have not identified any material uncertainties relating to 

events or conditions that, individually or collectively, may cast significant doubt on the Authority’s ability 

to continue as a going concern for a period of at least twelve months from when the financial statements 

are authorised for issue.
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Our responsibilities and the responsibilities of the Chief Financial Officer with respect to going concern 

are described in the relevant sections of this report.

Other information

The other information comprises the information included in the Statement of Accounts, other than the 

financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon. The Chief Financial Officer is responsible for the 

other information. Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and, 

except to the extent otherwise explicitly stated in our report, we do not express any form of assurance 

conclusion thereon. 

Our responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing so, consider whether the other 

information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the 

audit or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If we identify such material inconsistencies or 

apparent material misstatements, we are required to determine whether there is a material 

misstatement in the financial statements themselves. If, based on the work we have performed, we 

conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that 

fact. 

We have nothing to report in this regard.

Other information we are required to report on by exception under the Code of Audit Practice

Under the Code of Audit Practice published by the National Audit Office in April 2020 on behalf of the 

Comptroller and Auditor General (the Code of Audit Practice) we are required to consider whether the 

Annual Governance Statement does not comply with ‘Delivering Good Governance in Local 

Government Framework 2016 Edition’ published by CIPFA and SOLACE, or is misleading or 

inconsistent with the information of which we are aware from our audit. We are not required to consider 

whether the Annual Governance Statement addresses all risks and controls or that risks are 

satisfactorily addressed by internal controls. 

We have nothing to report in this regard.

Opinion on other matters required by the Code of Audit Practice 

In our opinion, based on the work undertaken in the course of the audit of the financial statements, the 

other information published together with the financial statements in the Statement of Accounts for the

financial year for which the financial statements are prepared is consistent with the financial statements.

Matters on which we are required to report by exception

Under the Code of Audit Practice, we are required to report to you if:

• we issue a report in the public interest under section 24 of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 

2014 in the course of, or at the conclusion of the audit; or

• we make a written recommendation to the Authority under section 24 of the Local Audit and 

Accountability Act 2014 in the course of, or at the conclusion of the audit; or

• we make an application to the court for a declaration that an item of account is contrary to law under 

Section 28 of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 in the course of, or at the conclusion of the 

audit; or; 

• we issue an advisory notice under Section 29 of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 in the 

course of, or at the conclusion of the audit; or 

• we make an application for judicial review under Section 31 of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 

2014, in the course of, or at the conclusion of the audit.

We have nothing to report in respect of the above matters.
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Responsibilities of the Authority and the Chief Financial Officer

As explained more fully in the Statement of Responsibilities set out on page 18, the Authority is required 

to make arrangements for the proper administration of its financial affairs and to secure that one of its 

officers has the responsibility for the administration of those affairs. In this authority, that officer is the 

Chief Financial Officer. The Chief Financial Officer is responsible for the preparation of the Statement of 

Accounts, which includes the financial statements, in accordance with proper practices as set out in the 

CIPFA/LASAAC Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 2022/23, for 

being satisfied that they give a true and fair view, and for such internal control as the Chief Financial 

Officer determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from 

material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 

In preparing the financial statements, the Chief Financial Officer is responsible for assessing the 

Authority’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going 

concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless they have been informed by the 

relevant national body of the intention to dissolve the Authority without the transfer of its services to 

another public sector entity.

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole 

are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that 

includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance but is not a guarantee that an 

audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (UK) will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. 

Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the 

aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on 

the basis of these financial statements. Irregularities, including fraud, are instances of non-compliance 

with laws and regulations. The extent to which our procedures are capable of detecting irregularities, 

including fraud, is detailed below.

We obtained an understanding of the legal and regulatory frameworks that are applicable to the 

Authority and determined that the most significant which are directly relevant to specific assertions in the 

financial statements are those related to the reporting frameworks (the CIPFA/LASAAC Code of 

Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United Kingdom 2022/23, the Local Audit and 

Accountability Act 2014, the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 and the Local Government Act 

2003).

We enquired of management and the Governance Committee, concerning the Authority’s policies and 

procedures relating to:

• the identification, evaluation and compliance with laws and regulations;

• the detection and response to the risks of fraud; and

• the establishment of internal controls to mitigate risks related to fraud or non-compliance 

with laws and regulations.

We enquired of management, internal audit and the Governance committee, whether they were aware 
of any instances of non-compliance with laws and regulations or whether they had any knowledge of 
actual, suspected or alleged fraud.

We assessed the susceptibility of the Authority’s financial statements to material misstatement, 

including how fraud might occur, by evaluating management’s incentives and opportunities for 

manipulation of the financial statements. This included the evaluation of the risk of management 

override of controls. We determined that the principal risks were in relation to journals, accounting 

estimates and critical judgements made by management.

Our audit procedures involved:

• evaluation of the design effectiveness of controls that management has in place to prevent 

and detect fraud,

• journal entry testing, with a focus on management override of controls,

• challenging assumptions and judgements made by management in its significant accounting 

estimates in respect of land and buildings, investment properties, and defined benefit 

pensions liability valuations; and
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• assessing the extent of compliance with the relevant laws and regulations as part of our 

procedures on the related financial statement item.

These audit procedures were designed to provide reasonable assurance that the financial statements 

were free from fraud or error. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement due to fraud is higher 

than the risk of not detecting one resulting from error and detecting irregularities that result from fraud is 

inherently more difficult than detecting those that result from error, as fraud may involve collusion, 

deliberate concealment, forgery or intentional misrepresentations. Also, the further removed non-

compliance with laws and regulations is from events and transactions reflected in the financial 

statements, the less likely we would become aware of it.

We communicated relevant laws and regulations and potential fraud risks to all engagement team 

members. We remained alert to any indications of non-compliance with laws and regulations, including 

fraud, throughout the audit.

Our assessment of the appropriateness of the collective competence and capabilities of the 

engagement team included consideration of the engagement team's.

• understanding of, and practical experience with audit engagements of a similar nature and 

complexity through appropriate training and participation

• knowledge of the local government sector

• understanding of the legal and regulatory requirements specific to the Authority including:

o the provisions of the applicable legislation

o guidance issued by CIPFA/LASAAC and SOLACE

o the applicable statutory provisions.

In assessing the potential risks of material misstatement, we obtained an understanding of:

• the Authority’s operations, including the nature of its income and expenditure and its 

services and of its objectives and strategies to understand the classes of transactions, 

account balances, expected financial statement disclosures and business risks that may 

result in risks of material misstatement.

• the Authority's control environment, including the policies and procedures implemented by 

the Authority to ensure compliance with the requirements of the financial reporting 

framework.

A further description of our responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements is located on the 

Financial Reporting Council’s website at: www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities. This description forms 

part of our auditor’s report.

http://www.frc.org.uk/auditorsresponsibilities
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Report on other legal and regulatory requirements – the Authority’s 

arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its 

use of resources

Matter on which we are required to report by exception – the Authority’s arrangements for 

securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources

Under the Code of Audit Practice, we are required to report to you if, in our opinion, we have not been 

able to satisfy ourselves that the Authority has made proper arrangements for securing economy, 

efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources for the year ended 31 March 2023.

We have nothing to report in respect of the above matter.

Responsibilities of the Authority

The Authority is responsible for putting in place proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency 

and effectiveness in its use of resources.

Auditor’s responsibilities for the review of the Authority’s arrangements for securing economy, 

efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources

We are required under Section 20(1)(c) of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 to be satisfied 

that the Authority has made proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in 

its use of resources. We are not required to consider, nor have we considered, whether all aspects of 

the Authority's arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources 

are operating effectively.

We undertake our review in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice, having regard to the guidance 

issued by the Comptroller and Auditor General in January 2023. This guidance sets out the 

arrangements that fall within the scope of ‘proper arrangements’. When reporting on these 

arrangements, the Code of Audit Practice requires auditors to structure their commentary on 

arrangements under three specified reporting criteria:

• Financial sustainability: how the Authority plans and manages its resources to ensure it can 

continue to deliver its services; 

• Governance: how the Authority ensures that it makes informed decisions and properly 

manages its risks; and 

• Improving economy, efficiency and effectiveness: how the Authority uses information about its 

costs and performance to improve the way it manages and delivers its services.

We document our understanding of the arrangements the Authority has in place for each of these three 

specified reporting criteria, gathering sufficient evidence to support our risk assessment and 

commentary in our Auditor’s Annual Report. In undertaking our work, we consider whether there is 

evidence to suggest that there are significant weaknesses in arrangements.
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Report on other legal and regulatory requirements – Audit certificate

We certify that we have completed the audit of North Devon District Council for the year ended 31 

March 2023 in accordance with the requirements of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 and the 

Code of Audit Practice.

Use of our report

This report is made solely to the members of the Authority, as a body, in accordance with Part 5 of the 

Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 and as set out in paragraph 44 of the Statement of 

Responsibilities of Auditors and Audited Bodies published by Public Sector Audit Appointments Limited.

Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might state to the Authority’s members those matters 

we are required to state to them in an auditor's report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent 

permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the Authority and the 

Authority's members as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions we have formed.

Peter Barber

Peter Barber, Key Audit Partner

for and on behalf of Grant Thornton UK LLP, Local Auditor

Bristol

23 January 2024
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